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Serving over Spring Break Students
search atJ E S S I C A T R O U T
Stajf Writer
They are on campus, and
they appear to be perfectly nor
mal students. But every once in a
while, you can see the difference.
Sometimes when they meet,
sometimes when they make com
ments about it.
Their Serve Trip. They get
this excited look on their face and
tell you how "awesome," "incred
ible," or "life-changing" it was.
Speaking with them, getting their
opinions of their serve trip-
where they went, what they did,
how God used them—it gives a
good idea of why sixty-five stu
dents and faculty would choose
to devote their .spring break to
something other than sleeping or
partying.
Five trips left George Fox
this break, all with a different
theme or goal, but all with the
same purpose: to serve.
Camp Attitude—Sweet Home,
O R
The ten students and faculty
who went on this trip spent their
week "cleaning from the ground
up," as Jane Dinh, Serve Trip
C o o r d i n a t o r a n d s t u d e n t l e a d e r
for this trip said. The students
did grounds work and helped fin
ish cabins for this camp, meant to
provide a place where disabled or
handicapped kids can come and
SERVING EXCELLENCE: Maggie Barr, Lissa Stuewe, Matt Johnson, and Emily
Sims try on their gear while on the Mountain to Missions trip in Sun Valley, CA.
enjoy a week of fun.
The Oaks—Lake Hughes, CA
The twe l ve members o f t h i s
team took their vans down to The
Oaks, a Christian Camp that
hosts hundreds of inner-city kids
e a c h s u m m e r . T h e O a k s S e r v e
Trip helped around the camp for
the week, cleaning and getting
everything ready for the summer.
Boot Camp—San Francisco,
C A
This people on this team
traveled to San Francisco to min
is te r to the homeless—whi le l i v
ing in a bus. The fourteen stu-
see Spring ServCy page 12
Our own resident hction writer
K R I S S I C A R S O N
Staff Writer
To meet an award winning
author is a hope of many
Writing/Literature majors; to be
taught by one is a rare honor.
But this semester, students
have had the opportunity to do
just that. Winner of the Flanncry
O'Connor Award for Short
Stories for her short story collec
tion The Necessary Grace to Fall,
Gina Ochsncr graces the George
Fox campus every Thursday
evening to bestow her wisdom
upon Fox's budding
writers. Entering a
plethora of writing
contests every year,
Ochsner has much to
say about acceptance,
rejection and criti
cism in the writing
bus iness . As ide f rom
being a distinguished
writer, Ochsner also
gives Fox students a
g l immer o f hope
because she is a Fox
graduate—a second
ary education major
with a language arts
emphasis.
But though Ochsner has
always had interest in writing,
she came to Fox interested in sci
ence. "I wanted to be a chemist,"
she says, commenting that there
was no EHS when she was here.
The interesting smells were
"something to behold," and she
was enthralled by the fascinating
colors of flames, Mendeleyev,
and the periodic chart. But she
soon switched her major to sec-
see Ochsner, page 12
O L A P C
Job Fai r
J E S S I C A A . H O W A R D
A s s i s t a n t E d i t o r
Hundreds of job-hungry stu
dents poured into the University
o f P o r t l a n d ' s C h i l e s C e n t e r o n
Wednesday, April 2nd, for the
annua] OLAPC Jobs Fair. Sixty-
three companies and 18 graduate
schools gathered to set up their
booths and have recruiters talk to
students who pas.sed by. Each
company displayed objects such
as pens, mints, and stress balls —
al l wi th company info and
insignia — in order to entice stu
dents to its booth.
Of the 511 attendees, 37
were from George Fox. Both
current students and first-year
alumni are able to attend the jobs
fair. Students who had registered
early were allowed to enter at
noon, while the rest were let in at
I p.m. In order to be approved
for early entrance, students need
ed to have their resume critiqued
by Career Service's Michael
Hampton, as well as attend either
a Job Hunter's Worshop or
O L A P C O r i e n t a t i o n S e s s i o n . A l l
but five of George Fox's 37 stu
dents went through the process to
enter the jobs fair early.
A s s t u d e n t s t a l k e d w i t h
recruiters about internships, jobs,
and graduate school, they were
able to set up interviews for the
following day, April 3rd, with
each recruiter. Each student was
given an organized form on
which to keep a record of each
interview, along with scheduled
breaks. Thus, several students
returned to the Chiles Center on
Thursday to interview with their
prospective companies or gradu-
see Job Fair, page 12
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Getting to know our international students
H E I D I r O I . K Y
Contributing Writer
Haven't you felt blessed
being surrounded by so many
international students this past
year? This article comes a little
late in the year, but I would like
to challenge you with 10 ways I
have found helpful in getting to
k n o w t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l s t u d e n t s
better. 1 pray that it gives you
new insights and even encour
ages you to consider rooming
with one. It would be an experi
ence that could change your life
fo reve r.
1. Learn about their country.
International students generally
know a lot about America, possi
bly even more than you do con
sidering America's international
relations. Be prepared for their
tough political questions. "Many
A m e r i c a n s d o n ' t s e e m t o k n o w
about other countries," says
Yoshie Matsunami, a freshman
from Japan. "To learn about
them is good."
2. Value their culture and your
own. "American people should
respect another culture's thinking
and behavior," points out Yoshie.
"Many Americans don't under
stand my culture." Not just
Americans, but everyone strug
gles with understanding different
cu l t u res .
C r o s s - c u l t u r a l
i n t e r a c t i o n i s s o
c h a l l e n g i n g t h a t
m o u n d s o f b o o k s
have been written on
it. Read a couple of
t h e s e b o o k s a n d
lea rn abou t t he s tu
d e n t ' s d i f f e r e n t c u s
toms, religion, dress,
and values. Respect
t h e s t u d e n t ' s b a c k
ground, but in efforts
to be culturally sen
sitive, don't forget
the value of repre-
breaks invite your roommate
home with you. "I went to my
roommate's house during
Christmas with her family. I felt
a different culture and'it was a
good experience for me," says
■ f
communication takes hard work,
be prepared to put that much
more effort into cross-cultural
relationships. When your friends
speak, be an active listener.
If you don't understand what
they say, which will
happen often, ask
them. Th is s t ress fu l
p r o c e s s m a y o c c u r
often in the first few
months, causing
f r u s t r a t i o n t o a l l
parties involved.
But with patience,
as time goes on you
will be surprised at
how well you com
municate with each
o t h e r. . . e v e n w i t h
ou t wo rds .
5. Try their foods.
Food is probablys e n t i n g y o u r o w n j
culture. STAMP OF SUCCESS: Heidi Coley has spent her one of the most dif-
3. Spend time with getting to know international students adjustments
them. This is tough
for college students. However, Mayumi Ikemura of Japan. "Myv e r ,
we all know lime is crucial to get
to know someone. Some things
do: Help your new friends with
homework , go o f f campus
together, get together for one-on-
one conversations. On holiday
roommate and I became good
f r i e n d s . "
4 . C o m m u n i c a t e w i t h e a c h
other! A relationship doesn't
e x i s t w i t h o u t c o m m u n i c a t i o n .
Since you know intercultural
f o r i n t e r n a t i o n a l
students to make. Just think of
how much you dread the switch
from mom's home cooking to
cafeteria food...now multiply
that by a hundred. That's proba
bly how your new friends feel.
When your friends cook and eat
together, see if you can joi"
Eating may be a big sociain their culture. differences
6 . E m b r a c e y o u r
...and your Similai*d>e -^
can't help but notice your fnends
d i s t i n c t a n d s t r i k i n g .
tures. You think she's beautiful,but you don't tel her because you
fear that drawingdifferences might off^ d ■
Too often the word "differen
has a negative
Many people only focus on
they are similar to one another,
they proudly claim to be co or
blind" to physical differences.
They should be reminded here,
however that the word "differen
tiate" does not mean the same as
"discriminate."
They fail to understand thatif people were all one color,
shape, or size, the world would
not be the creative and spectacu
lar place it is. If you admire a
specific characteristic in your
friend, tell her. Openly rejoice in
your uniqueness as well as your
similar i t ies with one another.
Your honest and sincere love for
one another will certainly form a
friendship that will last forever.
Newberg's got coffee, just no Starbucks
C H A R I T Y E D W A R D S
Staff Writer
My poor dad. He hates cof
f e e . H e e v e n h a t e s t h e s m e l l .
One time, I was having, a bad day,
and he offered to take me out, get
a soda, and relax for a few min
utes before I had to jump back
into my day.
But I'm a college student in
the Northwest - soda just would
n't cut i t . I needed some serious
coffee. I began to consider my
options. "Where could we go in
Newbcrg to get soda and coffee?"
For a small town. Newberg
sure docs love coffee. It has cof
fee shops, cafes, restaurants - ail
with coffee at competitive prices.
But, alas, no Starbucks.
My first thought when my
dad offered to take me for coffee
was the Bruin Den. They have all
k i nds o f mochas and l a t t cs and
espresso.
Somewhat more expensive
than the rest 6f town, they never
theless have weekly specials and
cards to punch to cam free coffee.
The env i ronment is ra ther hect ic
during lunch hour, but seating is
plentiful, and out-of-the-way cor
ners make excellent reading or
chatting spots.
And they serve soda...wait a
. minute, though - no free refills.
My dad has to have his free
r e fi l l s .
W h a t a b o u t t h e F o x h o l e , a
George Fox student owned and
operated coffee shop? The cozy,
quiet atmosphere is quite relax
ing. They boast game rooms and
really comfortable chairs and
couches. As it should, it smells
like coffee...heavenly, if you ask
me - but a nightmare for my cof-
f e e - s m e l l - i s - f r o m - t h e - d e v i l d a d .
Besides, they don't serve soda.
W e c o u l d h a v e t r i e d
Thriftway, one of the local gro
cery stores. They have decently-
priced make-your-own lattes and
hclp-yourself sodas. The .set-up is
great for someone on the go, with
their old-fashioned high tables
and chairs resembling high bar
stools. But the grocery-store
aspect deterred me, and after all,
1 didn't want to get back to
school too quickly.
Or there was Fred Meyer, the
only department store in town.
They offer free refills at their cafe
area, and they have a coffee cart.
W e c o u l d h a v e e v e n t r i e d t h e i r
ever-present cookie samples.
They're k ind of expensive,
though, and my dad shook his
head - not exactly what he was
thinking. Okay, maybe not Fred
Meyer.
Downtown, was a new cof
fee/art shop with competitive
prices. It's called Festivities. It
has a nice atmosphere, but it's-
pretty girlie and definitely smells
l ike coffee. I didn' t even mention
i t .
I l a m e n t e d o u t l o u d a b o u t
our lack of Starbucks in the area,
and my dad replied, "Coffee is
coffee; they just charge more for
it at Starbucks." He had a point.
By this time, we were in the
car, heading east. Too late to hit
Dutch Bros., a great little drive-
up coffee stand on the west end
of town, which serves coffee,
mochas, lattes. smoothies, hot
chocolate, and other drinks for
pretty good prices. But no soda.
Oh, and there was the Coffee
Cottage. They serve soda along
w i t h a w h o l e l i s t o f o t h e r d r i n k s
and treats. The atmosphere is
fun, although the shop is kind of
cramped and usually has a good
c r o w d . O n e o f i t s d r a w s i s i t s
books and newspapers to read or
buy. They have entertainment on
Friday nights, but that wasn't
exactly the important factor at the
moment. Once again, however,
the oh-so-heavenly signature cof
fee-shop smell detected my dad.
We'd passed the Cottage by then
a n y w a y.
We could have gone to
Shari 's or J 's, Denny's- l ike
restaurants, but we really only
wanted beverages. And they
d o n ' t s e r v e t h e fl a v o r e d s t u f f .
With me, it's all,about flavors.
By then. I was beginning to
agree with my dad; a latte's a
latte. I was ready for one, what
ever brand.
Oh, yeah, I almost forgot
about the drive-up espresso stops.
They abound a l l over the
Nor thwes te rn Un i ted S ta tes , and
Newberg hasn't escaped their
grasp. From the one in the
BiMart parking lot on the east
end of town to Dutch Bros, on the
west end of town, several are in
b e t w e e n . S o m e o f f e r s o d a a s
well, but we wanted to sit down
f o r a f e w m i n u t e s a n d t a k e a
b reak .
My dad surpr ised me by
pulling up to the Underground,
the largest coffee shop in
Newberg, with a mostly college
student clientele, two stories, and
Fr iday n igh t conce r t s . He 'd
never been there and wanted to
check it out. In any case, he'd
put up with the aroma for a cou
ple of minutes because he loves
me. Along with all the usual cof
f e e s h o p o p t i o n s , t h e
Underground serves sandwiches,
dessert, kids meals, and soda,
although they are kind of pricey
compared to the rest of Newberg.
I ordered a raspberry, fat free
latte - and you know what? It
even tasted good. My dad com
plained about the smell; then he
complained about the wait. As
soon as my drink was ready, he
steered me out the door, and
guess where we went...To McDonald's, where they
serve $.59 sodas with unlimited
r e fi l l s .
S S O F F
Cm, Nail Service or Waxing
$ 1 0 O F F
Chemical Srcvice
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I
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I
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The War in Iraq:
Whether you support it or not, here
is your opportunity to pray for all
the American men and women
defending your personal freedoms
At the request of the President that we pray for his troops, The Presidential Prayer Team has set up a
way for people to register their military friends and loved ones (no confidential information is taken) so
that the 1.4 million members of The Presidential Prayer Team can "adopt" each military person and pray
for them specifically every day.
This service to the military folks you know will be of great value to them and will comfort their
families. It is without cost and those praying are given a printable certificate (downloadable to print
without cost on the web) that allows them to be reminded daily to pray for the person they've "adopted."
Anyone registering or adopting can also receive a beautiful decal (free) indicating their prayer sup
port for our military.
To see how this works, please go to www.presidentialprayerteam.org/troopsadopt.htm and select
"adopt" or "register." Thousands have already signed up to adopt military members for prayer in the past
week. If you have not done so, we encourage you to adopt a military person yourself.
N E W S
Thank our troops
With all of the anti-war demonstrations going on have you won
dered what you could do to show you are thankful for those soldiers
who are risking their lives for you? Here is something you can do in
just 10 seconds....
Please visit the following web page below and add your name to
a brief message thanking the men and women of the U.S. military
services for defending our freedom. The compiled list of names will
be sent out to our soldiers at the end of the month. So far. there are
over II million names but there should be hundreds of millions of
thank yous. Anyone from any country can add their name. You do
not need to reside in the U.S. Pass the word that we can honor and
support the defenders of freedom.
Regardless of how you feel about war,
these are the people defending your freedom.
http.V/www.defendamer-
i c a . m i l / n m a m . h t m l
www.presidential-
pray er team, org
Students serve in both Canada and Portland
V A L E R I E D O R S E Y
Staff Writer
A continuation from the
Winter Serve Trip article
from the last edition of The
Crescen t .
C a n a d a
Amidst the breathless beauty
o f V a n c o u v e r , B . € . , t h e
Canadian team worked alongside
Miss ion Poss ib le . Yes, that 's
Mission Possible because in the
hearts and minds of the crew, ful
filling the gifts of service and
outreach are possible. Directed
by student leaders Sarah Dorsey
and Trav is Wi l ton, and adul t
leader Andrea Crenshaw, this
group did everything from clean
ing to breaking down the mental
barriers between themselves and
the homeless community of
Vancouver. Their ministry went
well beyond delivering hot food
and drink—they dedicated a cou
ple of hours each day to chatting
with the homeless and opening
up their hearts to God and His
teachings.
During the evening, time
was dedicated to personal devo
tions and the strengthening of
team unity—largely done by the
sharing of testimonies and life
stories. In the end, everyone
agreed that doing God's work
means going beyond their own
c o m m u n i t i e s a n d i n t o t h e w i d e
wor ld o f H is .
P o r t l a n d
Last but certainly not least,
was the Portland team that I feel
b l e s s e d t o h a v e s e r v e d o n .
Expertly led by student leaders
Amanda Potter and Scott Spearin
(a.k.a. Camel Boy—just ask
someone f rom the team and
they'll gladly tell you why), and
adult leader Anita Cirulis—this
small crew of 13 was never short
on spirit. Though only a short
distance away from campus
(about 30-45 minutes), this trip
incorporated a wide variety of
faith-based learning experiences.• Working in conjunction with
New Song church, this troupe
took on everything from sorting
scads of cans in a warehouse (and
in record time —surpassing
expectations by more than an
hour and a half) to painting an
enormous room to spending a
n igh t work ing w i th Manna
Ministries serving food and drink
under the Burnside Bridge.
These activities are just a small
sampling of what this energetic
group took on. The stories below
by some of my fellow Portland
Serve friends reveal the rest.
I n t h e f a i t h f u l w o r d s o f
Karissa Edwards, "The Portland
Serve Trip was one of the best
weeks of my life. I had no idea
how much God was going to
impact me when I went to serve
o the rs .
We certainly are blessed to
live our lives in daily communion
with our Savior, and my heart
broke for those who have never
experienced the fullness of His
love, peace, and joy. Whether
painting, sorting, serving,
singing, praying, sharing, listen
ing, or reading, God was working
'in all, and through all.' It was an
experience I will never forget and
through which I learned lessons
to last a lifetime."
Said Stephanie Fisher, "For
me, one of the best parts of the
trip was in developing our team
unity, and then learning more
about unity in the Body of Christ.
The testimonies at the Northwest
Bible Training Center (a rehabili
tation center for those suffering
from alcohol, drug, and physical
abuse) were awesome I I was also
really impacted by the food bag
d i s t r i b u t i o n s t h a t w e d i d o n
Friday.
I guess I didn't really realize
how important a gift was for
t h o s e l o w - i n c o m e f a m i l i e s —
because when we talked with one
lady, she started crying and was
so excited that we gave her this
bag of food and that we were
willing to pray for her and her
daughter. I was overwhelmed by
the whole trip. It was definitely a
great way to start off the semester
by serving God and getting refo-
cused on Him."
Jennifer Loveless remarked,
"I had really low expectations in
the beginning for several reasons.
I.) I knew no one going on the
trip, 2.) I had Portland as my last
choice and, 3.) I wasn't feeling
the best. However, by the end of
the trip I was not ready to leave.
It was well worth going. God
completely changed my altitude
and touched my heart with the
things He showed me throughout
the course of the week.
God taught me several
things—to go where HE sends
me despite my attitude; how He
has blessed me throughout my
life and with the supplies and
other things I have; and how He
has taught me about my self and
helped verify an uncertain pas
sion for the youth on the street.
My best, lasting memory
from tfie trip was definitely
spending 3 hours of my time
answering questions and talking
to a group of homeless teens and
providing just a listening ear and
a hope.
I have several ways in which
I hope God can use me in the
future. I am going on the Spring
Serve trip that does homeless
ministry. I also have set up to
become a youth counselor for a
few weeks out of the summer,
and ultimately I have a dream to
set up an inner-city youth min
istry in Seattle. But most of all
I'll just go where He sends me.
whether I l ike it or not."
Suffice it to say that all five
teams did a remarkable job of liv
ing up to the 2003 Winter Serve
verse of Mark 10:45: "For even
the Son of Man did not come to
be served, but to serve, and to
give his life as ransom for many."
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Class of 2003
E R I N G L E A S O N
Senior Class President
Good to the last
drop
Right now, while debating
what to write for this article, I am
sitting in one of the incredible
coffee shops that Newberg is
privileged to call itself home to. I
just finished one of my last
papers as a George Fox student
with relatively little pain, despite
the fact that I successfully pro
crastinated until the night before
the due date once again.
In the process of contem
plating this article many memo
ries of the past four years have
c o m e t o m i n d . F r o m t h e
Foxhole's open house during
freshman orientation to where I
sit tonight there have been count
less memories.
I h a v e w r i t t e n n u m e r o u s
papers and programs; or in many
cases avoided those papers and
programs in the coffee shops of
Newberg and Portland. I have lis
tened to many incredible musi
cians in those same coffee shops.
I have gone to coffee with
friends, roommates, and profes
s o r s .
I have played cards, planned
serve trips, and spent hours talk
ing to the many friends I have
come to love in my time here. I
have read thousands of pages -
for classes and to escape home
w o r k .
I have discussed everything
under the sun from professors to
my amazing family to future
dreams and goals. I have prayed
with friends and with serve trip
leaders who became fr iends. I 've
wr i t ten let ters.
1 have debated and discussed
theology, history, religion, and
politics. On multiple occasions-
I've had lively discussions about
pacifism and pacifists, although I
have yet to become one (my
apologies Chandler). I have stud
ied computer science, the Bible,
history, and many other subjects
once again in those same coffee
shops.
I have fallen asleep in a cof
fee shop (a word of advice:
despite how cool coffee shops
are and especially one's that are
open 24 hours, I guarantee that
your bed is more comfortable). I
have even made coffee to help
pay for school.
By now, you are probably
conv inced tha t I have a ser ious
ca f fe ine add i c t i on tha t needs to
be dealt with. But you are wrong.
In th is case I wou ld be cons id
ered by coffee connoisseurs to be
a "poser." I do not now, nor have
I ever enjoyed the taste of coffee
or even been able ^to force it
d o w n . .
However, if you are one of
the lucky people who know me
well or have been on a serve trip
with me you are no doubt famil
iar with my weakness for Mt.
Dew and could easily argue that
my relationship with caffeine
docs need some modificat ion.
There are now only a few
w e e k s l e f t o f s c h o o l . T h a t i s
enough time for a lot of coffee, or
if you are like me, it provides
ample time to further your abili
ties as a "poser."
If you fit into the latter cate
gory, I suggest ordering drinks
that give the appearance of being
coffee. Hot chocolate and apple
cider are both good options. If
you need further tips feel free to
ask, you will likely be able to
locate me at one of the fine cof
fee shops in town.
BRIANNA SCHELLER. Senior Class Vice- President
Life after college
of adulthood (no parents
College occupies a funny place in the American psyche: it offers Than that? So I'm not sure whatand little supervision) without all the responsibility. What could be bet er stars all it's cracked upal this hype is concerning graduation. Is walking your road and reaching or ^ .^ oies and settle for the
to be? Or will we look back and wish we had continued to saunter aroun
c l o u d s ?
No matter how prepared we may be for the real world, the transition
whelming.
has the potential to be a little over-
S a y g o o d b y e t o . . . . a n d
Waking up at 11:00 for your first class
Grabbing lunch after class with that hottie
you met in business class
T h e C l o c k t o w e r L a w n
Sweatpants 24-7
More friends than you can handle
Road trips and camping
S e n i o r i t i s
"The sky's the limit"
The credit card
Student loan agreements
Unfair school policies
Say hello to...
7:30 am status report meeting
Eating a Nutri-grain bar at your desk while trying to
avoid today's baby shower
The Cub ic le
Casual Fridays
Randy, the Intern
Business travel and the Days Inn
R o o k i e - d o m
The glass ceiling
T h e c r e d i t c a r d b i l l
Student loan payments...until you're 50
Unfair work policies
On the other hand
Say goodbye to....
Cafe ter ia co f fee
Pizza parties
H o m e w o r k
T u i t i o n
a n d Say hello to...
The daily double latte
C l i e n t d i n n e r s
Watching the news and escaping The Bubble
Salary
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What is your favorite memory at George Fox?
Nude bike riding and oreo loin
cloths.
J o n B i i h l e r
/The speaker\^
f r o m A l a s k a w h o
talked about seeing
Big Foot!
Velana Sawyer^ y
^ My favorite memory is Riley the dog. ^
That German Shorthair Pointer and his slimy,
muddy tennis balls have been sorely missed.
I'm happy his memory lives on in Riley
h o u s e .
K r i s s i C a r s o n
About 2 weeks into my freshman year I
paid a visit to Chris Walson's Pennington
dorm room. There must've been 6 or so
of us in the room, just hanging out, trying
to figure out what to do for the day.
While we were discussing our options,
the stereo began to play "I'm too Sexy..."
Next thing I know, Chris is standing in
the middle of the room doing the most
ridiculous striptease I've ever seen!
Fortunately he had on nearly 4 layers of
clothes and we were spared from seeing
too much. Needless to say, it's been a
momentous friendship ever since. There
are few memories I have without Chris in
them. Here's to you buddy!
Roslyn Barnfeld
/ I have many fond memories from GFU - ^
a beach excursion (faculty included) last sum
mer instead of doing research and the social
aspect of in- and out-of- state science confer
e n c e s .
\ C l a i r e V a r n e y
/^Lighting my roo-\^mates toe hares [sic] on
fi r e !
Nick Ryland
f Playing Ultimate frisbee every night ^
until 2am in the rain and mud with friends.
B e n W e i n e r t
fi  i ( x L x i z i z i z i z i F ^
I X M I , ' Z i z i z i z i z
• \ ^ . I Z I Z I Z I Z I
M A T T C H A N D L E R
Contributing Writer
Senior,
S c h m e n i o r
Man, what's with all the
hype about seniors? We get our
own chapel, our own class presi
dent, vice president and planning
committee, our own luncheon
from the Alumni Council, our
own ceremonies for graduation,
and ou r own sec t ion i n The
Crescent .
On top of all of that, we
have to take seminar and cap
stone classes in which we have to
write big ol' papers and make
fancy presentations, and we have
to make special appointments
with the registrar's and financial
services offices, and we have to
fill out special blue forms for the
m a i l r o o m .
Add all of this up, and you
get too much junk! Everybody
knows seniors are lazy, so how
about we tone it down a bit.
What do you say, seniors, are you
w i t h m e ?
No, of course you are not,
you aren't even reading this arti
c l e .
You're way too busy. But if
you do have free time, you're
probably spending it hanging out
with your friends while you still
can. In the off chance that any of
you readers are seniors, all I have
to say is, get a life!
For the rest of you readers,
you probably don't even care
what I have to say about the sen
ior class. Why would you?
You're not seniors. You've got
your own things going on —
Wendy's runs, roomies dates and
s u c h .
Well, I'm going to do us all
a favor and shut up now. Use the
blank space to the right that was
supposed to be filled with my
ramblings to draw pictures of
candy canes, lollipops, rainbows
and l i t t l e hear ts w i th a r rows
through them and your crush's
initials plus your own in them.
Peace.
Issup 11 V<%1 C"VIY
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What was the dumbest thing you did as a freshman.
/ I remember when Kris^v
Sorenson and I slept outside under
Edwards stairs during finals week as a
bet we had to make it to 7am sleeping
on a pad and wearing nothing but
sweats and a beanie. Keep in mind it
was finals week in December and it
snowed that night.
P a t r i c k B u e l l
J The stupidestously wash my hair everyday. § falline out
the ladies. I'm still single, and now mybecause of the constant ° jagses was fun.
ing up until 3am and getting up for classes wMy whole floor climbed up to Edwards D
then we... uhhh, did stttufffff
^ "I fell in love with a senior and
joined his senior seminar class"
\
Ben V^einert
^/Worrying about whai^other people thought of me
and scheduling myself for an
eight o'clock class, which I only
got up for maybe 10 times the
w h o l e s e m e s t e r
Sarah Tittle/
B r i a n n a S c h e l l e r
y Thinking the girl in front of me was myfriend Heidi Matousek, I came up and
pinched her butt. She turned to look at
me. The girl with wide eyes and aston
ished mouth was not Heidi Matousek,
but rather a newly tramatized freshman.
Erin Newberry
B R I A N N A S C H E L L E R
S e n i o r C l a s s V i c e - P r e s i d e n t
F r e s h m a n
V s .
S e n i o r
Freshman: Is never in bed past noon.
Senior : Is never out o f bed before noon.
Freshman: Reads the syllabus to find out what classes
he can cut.
Senior: Reads the syllabus to find out what classes he
needs to attend.
Freshman: Brings a can of soda into a lecture hall.
Senior: Brings a jumbo hoagie and six-pack of
Mouta in Dew in to c lass .
Freshman: Calls the professor "Teacher."
Senior: Calls the professor "Howard."
Freshman: Would walk ten miles to get to class.
Senior : Dr ives to c lass i f i t 's more than three b locks
a w a y.
Freshman: Memorizes the course material to get a good
grade.
Senior: Memorizes the professor's habits to get a good
grade.
Freshman: Knows a book- fu l l o f use less t r i v ia abou t the
university.
Senior: Knows where the next class is. Usually.
Freshman: Shows up at a morning exam clean, perky,
and fed.
Senior: Shows up at a morning exam in sweats with a
cap on and a box of pop tarts in hand.
Freshman: Has to ask where the computer labs are.
Senior: Has 'own' personal workstation.
Freshman; Lines up for an hour to buy his textbooks in
the firs t week.
Senior: Starts to think about buying textbooks in
October...maybe.
Freshman: Calls significant other back home every
other night.
Senior: Calls Domino's every other night.
Freshman: Is appalled at the amount of homework
required.
Senior: Is appalled that the campus 7-11 closed up.
Freshman: Conscientiously completes all homework,
including optional questions
Senior: Offers to 'tutor' conscientious frosh of opposite
s e x . . .
Freshman: Is excited about the world of possibilities
that await him, the unlimited vista of educational oppor
tunities, the.chance to expand one's horizons and really
make a contribution to society
Senior: Is excited about new dryers in laundry room
Freshman: Goes to chapel, even after the required cred
i t s a r e f u l fi l l e d .
Senior: "Chapel? They still have that?"
Freshman: Spends meticulous hours on Microsoft
Outlook and Foxfolders.com
Senior: Is still bitter about the obliteration of good-old
fashioned Foxmail.
Freshman: Wonders why he can't get a date to spring
f o r m a l .
Senior: Wonders why he's not vet married
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Which GFU faculty member has had the most significant impact on your life?
I like Becky Ankeny because she really cares about what she is teaching
and wears loud hats. 1 also like (Bill) Jolliff because he wears plaid every
day and plays a mean banjo. (Ed) Higgins is really serious and mean
when you get to know him outside of class, and that's what I like about
h i m
Sharla Yates
yoirk Barram-for taking his experience,
"dedication and care for students and applying
them to me on an individual basis in order to help
me succeed .
James Shufelt
^ r
What's a faculty member? Is that like a body
part?
Nick Ryland
^ Martha Inacu, who helped me start my George Fox career and showed me how to ^
survive at Fox and not go crazy; Mike Allen, who showed me that being who I am is
wonderful and everyone should be who they are and nicknamed me a deviant; Ron
Stansell for believing in me that I can do it and helped me get closer to God and was
always interested to hear what I had to say.
Mirsade Bejiqi
/ John Johnson (J )^ and Hank Helsabeck \
(H^ ). John never gave up on me and my proofs.
Hank shared life with us before every class.
They were good times. Nicholas Hultbergy/
y/\ would have to say Richard Engnel. When I started at GFU we had
just purchased a house and discovered dry rot in one of the bathrooms that
extended into the master bedroom that would need to be repaired before we
moved into that room, our 4th grade daughter was having problems at school,
and I was diagnosed with clinical depression. (All within two weeks time) To
say the least I was very overwhelmed and wanted to drop out. Dr. Engnell
helped me to take a step back, take a deep breath and take things one thing at
a time. I feel if it was not for him and his encouragement, I may not have
stayed in school.
V A n o n y m o u s
c o j j Q j L A r u L J Y T i o m , S T j a o n s
Of course there's a lot of knowledge in universities: The freshmen bring a little in; the
seniors don't take much away, so knowledge sort of accumulates. '-A. Lawrence Lowell
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OPINION
T l i c
Soapbox
Get rea l .
A B I G A I L R f N F.
Opinion Editor
I might be biting off more than I
can chew by writing this column, but
I'm really hungry, so here goes.
Although I'm sure many people
would love to believe George Fox is a
virginal wonderland, in reality, it is
simply a wonderland of well-placed
facades. Christianity is inherently a
religion of freedom, but for many.
Christianity is what binds them to their
mistakes, their guilt, and their pain.
When I came to George Fox, I
was towing a pa.st Bill Clinton would
be ashamed of {well, maybe not). I had
completed the 180 degree luni back to
Christ. But when I laid down my sins,
I picked up the guilt, which quickly
blossomed into shame at George Fox.
So many people, walking around
with fixed .smiles and a handful of
verses ready forquoting...! wondered,
am I the only one who is screwed up?
Am I the only one wlio struggles?
1 kept waiting, holding my breath
for someone to talk about her burdens,
or the last lime she fouled up. 1 heard
nothing. And I said nothing. My guilt
was my shadow, and every smile 1 saw
mocked me.
Sure, sin and guilt were
addressed indirectly by Chapel speak
ers and Bible studies, but they were
always discus,sed objectively, as if
every Christian is somehow looking
down on sin from a safe distance,
rather than looking up, fully
entrenched in it. I heard loads of easy
answers: Tmst God. Count your bless
ings. Read the Bible. Have faith.
But Sunday school answers did
nothing for me. I didn't need to be told
how to get rid of guilt; 1 canted my
gold memory verse star just like the
rest of you. What I needed was for
someone, anyone, to admit to me that
Christians screw up, they ,stniggle, and
most importantly-- they fail.
The message of Jesus in its pure,
untainted fonn is one of freedom.
Freedom from sin, legalism,
guilt...you name it. But in order to
gain that freedom, we must first admit
that we need it. Why are Christians so
concerned about maintaining an aura
of perfection?
Every single Christian has at
least one sin that constantly plagues
him or her. Although we all deal with
every sin at some point, there is usual
ly one that has more power than any of
the others. 1 call it the "Big Kahuna."
Perhaps your Big Kahuna is
lying, pride, or a sexual sin - it does
n't matter. We're all in the same boat.
Christians love to place harsh empha
sis on sexual sins, as if once you make
a mistake in that area you are tainted,
scarred, spiritually crippled. Even
thougfi you can technically be forgiv
en, you can't be restored.
Well, I'm here to tell you that is
a bunch of crap. God forgives sexual
sins just as easily as he does any other
sin. And his forgiveness is complete.
It's people who have the problem.
When 1 hear about churches forc
ing people to confess sexual sins in
front of the congregation, it just pisses
rnc right off. Why don't we make the
pastor stand up there and confess the
last lime he liisled after a woman or
yelled at his children? Yes, the Bible
says wc should confe.s.s our sins to one
another, but Christians have really
warped that verse in practice.
We point fingers at the people
who have committed sins that arc not
easily hidden, like sexual sins,
demanding they confess. At the same
time we walk around the campus,
smiling bUmkly: Nothing-wrong here!
Heaven forbid we confess our sins
freely, openly among our friends.
Here is my point. Stop pretend
ing. Jesus never expected us to be per
fect, but he docs expect us to be hon
est and genuine.
Once I finally opened up to peo
ple about my past, it not only helped
free me from guilt. 1 was also able to
minister to other women who were
dealing with the same thing. God uses
our mistakes. Thai's one of the won
derful paradoxes of Christianity.
So lake a risk. Don't perpetuate
the myth that Christianity somehow
demand.s perfection. Ditch the facade
tmd let people .sec your imperfections.
That s when Jesus has the freedom to
work in you, and through you.
Sobriety in a time of war
J O H N M E I N D E R S E E 11
Guest Writer
" G i v e W a r a C h a n c e ! " " K i l l S a d d a m ! "
"Remember 9/11!" "My Son for Your
Freedom!" (the picture of her son gave the
effect that he had died in a previous war or is
fighting now in Iraq)
These were the signs of the pro-troop or,
as I like to call, the pro-war rally held in
Newberg over spring break. While most of the
sludent.s. reading this right now were probably
not on campus for this particular pro-war rally,
we have all undoubtedly seen such demonstra
tions other times here in Newberg, in our own
hometowns, or most surely on Fox News.
Even the American church has got in to
the act. More accurately, even the American,
con.servative, evangelical church has got into
the act. On the front page of Christian News
Northwest was a wonderful article explaining
how Chr is t ians in the Nor thwest have banded
together in support of military action in Iraq.
There are many ways to describe these demon
strat ions.
They are here to oppose the millions of
anti-war protesters of recent months. They are
here to support our troops, to support America,
and to show our solidarity as a church, and
more importantly, as a nation.
They are also evil.
In fact, they are objectively evil. How
dare we rejoice at the death of thousands of
people, American troops, British troops, and
Iraqis alike?
While violent anti-war protests are very
wrong, and not the appropriate response, as
any patriot will tell you, this in no way excus
es our unabashed support for death.
Where is our sobriety, for Christ's sake?
(I mean that literally!) Where arc our cute
anecdotes such as "What Would Jesus Do?"
now? Truly, let us ask the question, "What
Would Jesus Do?"
Let us put aside our presuppositions
about war and peace and look the raw, empiri
cal facts that people are dying. What would
Christ's response be? What should the
church's response be?
The answer can hardly be danc g
street, being happy about war. Sure we may
give lip service to the idea of peace, that war isa means to an end, but should we st.l be happy
about war? Should the Christian response be
one of jubilee, or sobriety?
The answer should be obvious but, sadly,
it is not for so many Americans. So, I will tell
you explicitly: HUMBLE SOBRIETY...
I see on the front page of the Oregoniana picture of a man crying, surrounded by the
coffins of his immediate and extended family,
and my heart breaks.
That may sound melodramatic, but I lit
erally feel like collapsing in a heap on the
ground, right in the middle of the Bruin Den,
and crying my eyes out.
Then 1 look at Fox News and see people
dancing in the street because they want to
show their sons, brothers, fiancees how much
we support them. It makes mc literally sick.
How much more it makes me sad when I
realize that most of us at this school are in the
same group. I was on campus over spring
break because we had Crucible rehearsal. We
all left for lunch and saw the pro-war rally.
1 was utterly dumbfounded by the
response from most of the cast, about how
much they wanted to go out there and dance
along with them. This is not a critique at all of
the Crucible cast, for I love all them dearly and
poured my heart out in that show.
It is more of a critique of this campus in
general, for most of the students here would
respond similarly. While I know it would be
too much to ask to have us all seriously con
sider pacifism, as taught by Jesus himself, I
don't think it is asking too much to see a little
sobriety when discussing others' lives.
Lei us truly look at what it means to love
our enemies. Let us take Jesus seriously and
maybe even literally once in a while! We read
Genesis and demand a literal interpretation,
but when Jesus explicitly demands we return
evil with good, we scoff and call it idealistic
n o n s e n s e .
Jesus meant what he said, and so do I.
From the Pea of the Presideat
Coffee Talk: A journey's end
B E N W F. I N F. R T
A5C President
Ben: I heard recently "Decaf
coffee??? Kinda like kissing
your sister isn't it?"
Bad: Isn't that the truth.
Ben: Yeah disgusting. I like my
coffee .strong and bitter. Kinda
like 1 like my women.
D a d : B i t t e r ? ? ?
Mom: Strong, I understand. But
why would any man want a bit
t e r w o m a n ?
Ben: I'm finding they're all bit
ter at this age, so...l learn to deal
wi th i t .
Mom: No, they're not. Some
have goals and arc waiting for
the man of God's choice.
Ben: Translation to what mom
s a i d : B i t t e r
Dad: I know a cute Romanian,
but she said she wasn't looking
Ben: Probably because she's
b i t t e r
Mom: 1 saw a picture of her and
she was cute.
B e n : C u t e a n d b i t t e r a r e n o t
contradictory... you can have
b o t h . : - )
Dad; 1 think she just wanted to
go back to Romania
Ben: Hminm...bitter against the
U.S.A. loo huh? Gi r ls are k ind
of an acquired ta.ste...)ike bitter
co f fee .
Mom: What made you so cyni
cal at such a young age?
Ben: Ahh, it's nothing rctilly...
I'm just bitter.:-)
Dad: Hope she likes her men
like she likes her coffee.
Mom: Bi t terness isn ' t some
thing God wants us to have.
Maybe you should look for an
English girl who likes tea.
Ben: Good one mom. but now
you're putting coffee against
God, and 1 don't think such a
gift could come from anywhere
else.
Mom: Wait till the right girl
conies along and you will
change your tune.Ben: Only if she's my cup of
tea... oh wait, that just defeated
the whole argument
M^=C^oftea,iharswhat,Ben: Wel. Pd better get... lots
Dad: Talk to you later.Ben: Hey Dad, drink some cof-
tee for me.
Dad: rm going to fi,,
Ben: Cya.
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O P I N J O NA day in the life of a citizen whose nation is at war
MARILEE IOI iiv
Giiexi Writer
„ 'he a larm goesoff. The citizen rols out of bed
muttibling under her breath about
now early it is and
how much life sucks
because she can't
sleep in.
She stumbles
clown the stairs and
falls into the shower
where she douses|
herself with steam
ing hot water and a
.shampoo/condition
er combination that
cost six dollars on
s a l e . I
After drying herself
with a clean, fluffy
towel she goes to the kitchen for
a piece of toast and a banana, fig-
uring that even though it's not a
very big breakfast she'll grab a
mocha on the way to class and
that will tide her over till noon.
She walks to her classes
without concern for explosions
that could cripple or kill her. At
worst, it might start to rain.
At noon she eats a burger
and French fries,plus an apple, to
round out the meal before gra-
WWW.WEBSHOTS.COM
bing a couple of cookies that she
didn't really need but just want
ed.
After a few hours of home
work in her warm, dry campus
housing that shields her from
wind, rain and cold but has tragi
cally little closet space, she takes
a nice nap before a full dinner.
Upon reluming to her house
from dinner she sits down in
front of the TV to catch up on the
n e w s .
As she watches the bombs
explode and the refugees flee
thousands of miles away she
comments that war is such a
terrible, terrible thing.
Later she goes to bed,
curled up under more blan
kets than she needs, for eight
hours of uninterrupted sleep.
Not exactly what you
expected is it?
Probably cause it's not
typical. It's tme, but not
typical. This is, give or take
the schedule and the meal
content, what the daily life of
Americans look like in the war
on Iraq. This is not how the lives
of civilians in most warring
nations are carried out.
And for the Iraqis? Not
only have they gone through
years of oppression from their
own government but also stag
gering sanctions imposed by the
U.S. which caused thousands
(some estimates say millionK) of
Iraqi children to die for lack of
m e d i c i n e .
Now, they are driven from
their homes, cither directly by the
home raids conducted by U.S.
One final, hefty,
u n w a r r a n t e d r a n t
A A R O N S C H M A U T Z
Editor-in-Chief
Well, here we are folks. The end of the year.
This is it. 1 would like to thank you for letting me
ser\'e you as the editor of your school newspaper
this year. I have learned quite a bit about myself,
my school, and my classmates over my term.
This is my last chance to shout, however, and
would like to reply to a few of the articles written
in this very i.ssue. as well as let out some stc<im.
Please bear with me...
Years ago, there was an episode of "Fresh
Prince" where Will and Carlton were trying to get
into a frat. Will, of course, knew everyone, and had
a great shot of getting in. The guy in charge didn't
like Carlton, though. He said he wasn't black
enough. Long stoo' short. Will doesn't join, and
Uncle Phil makes a speech. The last words of the
episode arc what caught me. When are we going
to quit doing this to ourselves?"
I believe that this very comment applies per
fectly to what 1 see going on throughout this cam
pus on a daily ba.sis. The weight of judgement onthis campus and in this community is almost too
much to bctir.
Steve was very right in his column in saying
that George Fox is not sufficient. I would go as far
us to say we are suffering from malnulrilion.
It seems that being self-righteous is some
thing they hand out with the admission packet. In
every class. I sit and watch as people drip contempttowards people who do not walk the perfect walk.
Today 1 sal in class and listened as a felow
student berated a family on a TV. show for getting
._.uiTicd under abnonnal circumstances and being
pregnant before they were married.
How diire wc?
How dare we think our sins are smaler than
others? How dare we cast our eyes upon the bur
dens of others before taking the ehaiee to test our
own true merit? I would like to congratulate Abby
or putting this point .so eloquently.
Steve made some very strong points in his
column, and I agree in many ways. Steve did point
out. though, the "philosopher/theologians who will
make relevant all those beautiful God-concepts you
didn't know you cared about."
It is one thing to make a concept relevant, and
another to tell someone how to think. How to
believe. How many times have I had a conversa
tion where I knew the other was only reciting their
last paper? Our job as Christians is not always to
find answers- especially not for other people. Our
job is to ask questions, and work together. Why
must we find the weaker minded- the struggling
Chrislain- and tell them how to think? Do we feel
bel ter?
This is my point. All year, people have berat
ed me for printing opinions that were not Christain.
Simply put, what makes you think that your opin
ion of Christianity is right tmd theirs i.s wrong?
That is why wc are here. Discussion. We should
never be out to prove anyone wrong, because we
simply will never have all the answers.
Almost there. One more thing.
These war conversations that have been going
on have hugged me for weeks- ihcy all seem to fit
into the trend I have menliohcd. John Meindersee
noted in his article that he would state the 'obvi
ous' answer explicitly, even though wc should hav
figured it out by now. The people on the other side
arc, after all. evil.
Never once have I rejoiced over the loss of
life. Nor do i enjoy tuniing on the TV everyday
only to find more news of it. But how can wc look
past (he idiot war protc-stcrs who clog up streets and
damage business to point fingers at those who cel
ebrate freedom and suppol their loved ones?
Reali/e that me writing this article is an act of
the very freedom the Iraqis have lived without for
a quailcr century. And you know what? Realize
that this is my opinion. I won't tell you what is
right, becaiLsc I simply don't know. Wake up
George Fox. Open your cye.s'. .Shut up and Listen.
Realize that God meets people where they are.
W W W . C N N . C O M
soldiers to root out Saddam loy
alists or indirectly from lack of
food and water or from having
their homes destroyed by bombs.
Their dally tragedy does not
end with shelter, food and water.
Last week there was a picture of
an Iraqi man on the cover of the
Oregonian surrounded by the
coffins of his six children, his
wife, his parents and his two
brothers. The daily lives of the
Iraqi people have been changed
in the last two weeks in ways that
we in Amer ica cannot fa thom.
Is it just or moral in any
way for the citizens of an attack
ing nation in war (the U.S.) to
live lives of luxury and excess
w h i l e c i t i z e n s o f t h e a t t a c k e d
nation (Iraq) are fighting for sur
v i v a l ?
I do not intend this article to
be a political commentary. I
have many strong feelings about
the politics surrounding the war,
but this article is not about that.
1 am speaking purely of the
h u m a n i t a r i a n c r i s i s t h a t i s c u r
rently occurring in Iraq and the
gluttony that continues in the
United States.
Consider your life. Could
you give something, do some
thing. pray in a manner that may
help these people? Really, as a
member of a nation at war, isn't
that the least you can do?
What happened to
the magic word?
A N N E - M A R r E
K E N D A L F .
Guest Writer
What went wrong?
Why do cell phones go off
practically everyday in class?
When did we decide to forget
the mixed-company rule?
WHY, oh yes tell me WHY
was it funny to contaminate the
ice-cream f reezer?
Suddenly good manners
have disappeared and we are left
with crude, cheap humor and
laziness— almost everyone is
guilty. Nothing much can shock
me anymore.
I must admit, I too have
fallen victim to practicing
unwholesome talk; my sarcasm
is becoming more vicious by the
hour.
Using less discernment
and reverence with my words
has resulted in bathroom talk
invading my life- to the point
where I want to make it STOP,
and scream at the top of my
lungs, "Ever heard of Too Much
I n f o r m a t i o n ! ? ! "
But it seems I'm too late.
Movies, magazines, class
rooms: everywhere we look we
see how our culture has turned
that which was once taboo into
mainstream behavior.
Once upon a time no one
would dare to dream of condon
ing the rituals we practice today.
A novel by Jane Austen will
quickly show the amount of
civility society once required.
i don't long for a life of
chivalry and rules to that
extreme, but it would be nice to
k n o w a n d m a i n t a i n c e r t a i n
bounda r i es .
Boundaries allow us more
freedom and love for one anoth
er. Our instinct is to be disre
spectful, to live a life of sin; it
takes a conscious effort to be
appropriate and respectful to
everyone .
Bad manners are not limit
ed to encounters with people. I
have developed a lack of respect
for God, too. I often doze off in
a bedtime prayer, neglect to
meet quiet time commitments,
and address God without the
respect he deserves.
I've even snickered down
the row in chapel with some of
the people reading this article.
Taking God for granted, know
ing he loves me but failing to
recognize how much 1 owe him,
seems to be the root of the prob
lem.
There are situations when
it is appropriate to be serious
and reverent, but I have aban
doned these, as well as the cau
tion I should use with my words.
I apologize.
Let's examine our posture
before God, be obedient to his
word and use more effort to
respect each other in everyday
living.
"Manners are a sensitive
awareness of the feelings of oth
ers. If you have that awareness,
you have good manners, no mat
ter what fork you use."
—Emily Post
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C A T H E R I N E
H I N C H C L I F F A N D
G I N N Y K R A U S E
G u e s t W r i t e r s
"Roadhouse": Where a red
light is always on to welcome
the weary traveler. Where men
come to "meet" women. A house
of ill repute, where the girls are
one for all and all for one.
We've spent our semester
slaving away trying to scrape
together some extra cash. Sadly
a f t e r a l l t h i s h a r d w o r k , w e
won't be spending the money on
J u n i o r s A b r o a d . I n s t e a d t h e
money will be going towards 27
weddings, 46 wedding gifts, 6
b r i d e s m a i d d r e s s e s , 4 h a i r
appointments, and shoes, lots of
s h o e s . . .
We suppose we should just
accept that this is the time in life
when everyone gets married, but
we've been discussing it and we
are choosing to stick to our
motto and remain ring free in
2003. And we're not talking
about the ring around the bath
tub (after all, we don't have a
bathtub). What we are talking
about is reveling in the single
l i f e .
Don't get us wrong, we are
in no way opposed to men, after
all, a roadhouse is a place for
men to come and mee t women .
We feel that building friendships
should be our priority, and this is
a period in our life that we will
never again be able to experi
e n c e o r r e c r e a t e .
Once we leave George Fox
our world will not consist of
2000 twenty-year olds. If we are
going to marry George Fox
boys, we want to see how they
operate in the big, scary world
where we are all going to spend
the rest of our existence.
How wi l l he make deci
sions without an RA to comfort
him and without rules to protect
h i m ?
Learning to be a"
uai in Christ is a imtst beforemarriage, and each of us at th.sroad house can openly say tha^
we have quite a ways to g
before reaching that sense
individuality.
Trusting God in singleness,
and depending on him alone
before marriage will compel us
to look to God and not another
person for our strength.Financial security is anoth
er reason why we uphold our
motto. Most people that marry at
our age have no idea how they
are going to support a spouse, let
alone themselves.
other is one thing, but relying on
your parents to support you and
your spouse is entirely different.
Romance is wonderful, but as
one saying goes, "Ice cream
cones last longer than hot dates."
Remember tha t jus t
because we're not ready to
marry doesn't mean we don't
like hot dates (extension 3540).
But don't expect us to answer,
even our phones have adopted
our illustrious motto.
More than anyth ing,
though, we hope that those
attending school at George Fox,
will not see this place as some
where to find your spouse, but a
1 i n c i l i s c i v c a . ,
Relying on God and each place to find yourself.
Why can't we
just be friends?
P H R O N S I E O R O Z C O
G u e s t W r i t e r
Something I've noticed
that is prominent on campus is
the belief that inter-gender rela
tionships in a socio-political
setting (that is, friendly rela
tionships between members of
the opposite sex) are a thing
that cannot exist.
How many times have I
been asked if my best friend,
whom I refer to as my brother,
is my boyfriend? More than I
can count!
How many times have I
been asked about the guy I hang
out with, only to reply that he's
tny brother. Yet people write
my answer off as a way to hide
that I have a boyfriend, which
by the way I don't.
So I ask why. Why is it
that people can't have a friend
ly relationship with someone
without being accused of hav
ing a "blossoming romance"
that doesn' t exist?
Many people have sexual
relationships with people of the
opposite sex and arc not
thought of as being "a couple."
but every time I hear of some
one having a friendly relation
ship with someone of the oppo
site sex they are always
rumored to be dating, when in
reality they aren't.
In reading Joshua Harris'
book I Kissed Dating Goodbye,
I came across a quote that says
something along these lines:
friends are people walking side
by side with a common goal.
I t s e e m s t o m e t h a t t h i s
idea is quite accurate. Think
about it; when you date some
one you don't walk side by
side, you walk in a face to face
position.
Another thought that
came from my reading this
book is (well, duh) how else are
you going to get to know what
you're looking for in a future
spouse if you don't have friend
ly relationships with one anoth
er? That's what a spouse is— a
f r i e n d .
Yes, you share more with
a spouse than a regular friend,
but ideally that's what he or she
should be. (That doesn't mean
you should look at all your
friends of the opposite sex as
potential mates however.)
I must also remind people
that when we were in primary
school, kindergarten through
about 4th grade, most of us had
best friends of both sexes.
At that point in time, no
one cared about dating and so it
was normal to have inter-gen
der friendships. So I have to
ask, what is so different about it
n o w ?
1 do believe that it is good
to have pure friendships with
those of the other sex, partially
because it's goes against the
n o r m .
My biggest appreciation
of having a best friend who is a
guy is that he can tell me
when/ i f I 'm dress ing too
provocatively or acting too
much in a flirtatious way, and
things of that nature.
I t ' s l i k e h a v i n g a n
accountability partner, because
a s C h r i s t i a n s w e s h o u l d n ' t
dress or act simply to attract
people, and having someone of
the opposite sex to talk with is
good because they can help
keep you on the right track.
So, I must ask people to
remember something: just
because you see two people of
the opposite sex communicat
ing, don't assume they are in a
romantic relationship.
I don't know just how
many people have had an expe
rience such as this but when
people make assumptions, it
brctiks up friendships.
So, please, remember not
to assume things because, while
it's not generally accepted to
have inter-gender relationships,
it IS possible and can be a very
good thing.
The unbridled madness of war
M O T O I Y A M A D A
G u e s t W r i t e r
I stand on the hill, and I see
te r r i b l e mons te r s , hea r an ima l s
screaming, feel scary.
I notice it is crazy, and I
know mank ind l ooks down f rom
heaven, in the scary nightmare.
The army kills people, and chil
dren d ie .
A r m i e s l e a r n e d t o h o l d a
gun, and they kill the enemy
before the enemy kills them. A
m o t h e r c r i e s f o r h e r h u s b a n d ' s
death, prays for her son, and
worries about her daughter. Let
him come back, let him not die,
let her be alive.
Digging the tomb, they use
their own hands. Ladies raped
by evil enemy, crying for heav
en; they're shouting, "God has
a b a n d o n e d u s . "
A cold bul let flies, and
makes them cry. Warm blood
from warm child's body; tears
from lady's eyes. TTie old lady
whispered, "Please kill them all
for us . "
I feel heat, and 1 look at the
burning sky. The big town
explodes, and disappears. Many
cars, many people, many ani
mals fly by bomb.
The heavy tanks run over
everything, shoot buildings and
people. The black, murderer
fighter plane drops murderer
combatants to control this area,
and special bombs to kill trai
t o r s .
I f e e l m a d n e s s a s t h e
enemy walks on a heap of rub
ble, kills nonresistant old men
and ladies, and shoots children
with a sneer, like hunting
It's not a crazy game, true
war. The old oak lies down by
bomb blast; young maples bum.
Normal minds are gone, and nor
mal feelings are gone.
J am shocked; this situation
is like hell; I move away from
hell. I, the people, even the
army prays, no more scary night
m a r e s .
A mad man screams; mad
n e s s b e g i n s .
The wide world of procrastination
H E A T H E R B O B B I N S
G u e s t W r i t e r
I have been told that good
writers write what they know.
Thus, I am choosing to do just
that. I think there is nothing that
I know better than how to pro
crast inate.
As I sit here, checking my
e m a i l f o r t h e t h i r t e e n t h t i m e i n
the past two hours and occasion
ally taking a small break to visit
every human being that lives
within 500 yards of my dorm
room, I am struck with a horrid
thought: could procrastination be
(gasp!) a negative characteristic?
While searching the internet
for inspiration, I was shocked and
appalled to find a slew of web
sites that encouraged, ways to
overcome procrastination.
I had always thought of my
amazing lack of time manage
ment as a gift- perhaps some
thing that had been bestowed
upon me by the Good Fairy of
T i m e .
I have worked the past years
to develop my ability to put
things off into a delicate art. How
else would I be able to put off a
ten page term paper until 10:00
pm the night before and still pull
a decent grade?
I d o n ' t b e l i e v e t h a t I a m
alone in my understanding of the
amazing advantages of procrasti
nation. I know that there is an
underground society of students
that are hesitant to embrace their
amazing ability to procrastinate
as a strength. Well, my friends,
now is the time to band together!
We are at the pinnacle of
lime management— the week
before finals. What better time to
embrace your hidden talents as a
procrastinator and try some
strategies to enhance your lack of
m o t i v a t i o n !
Here are some ideas on how
to put it off for one more day;
1.) Dorm Hallway Sports:
Making a dangerous amount of
progress on that 5,000 word
essay? Flee from another blind
ing hour of productive activity
and explore the amazing world of
hallway frisbee, hockey, and golf
(not putt-putt).
For you overachieving pro-
crastinators, waste more time by
insisting to escort your floor mate
to the hospital after you inadver
tently beam them in the eye with
a hockey puck.
2.) The Stare Method: Pick
a spot on the wall and stare.
Often I wonder how in the world
1 have wasted three hours of per
fectly good studying time. Then I
realize that I have spent the last
45 minutes completely infatuated
with a particular pattern of plaster
on my dry wall directly above my
c o m p u t e r .
This may also be referred to
as the All Encompassing Void
m e t h o d .
3) ho mestarrunner.com
Need I say more?
4.) The Whining Method:
Complain to the closest person
within earshot about how much
you have to do. Pull out your day
timer and read them your uncom
pleted to-do lists.
In the same time you have
spent complaining, you could
have finished your projects,
called your grandma and expand
ed on your secret ninja skills.
5.) Read a newspaper article
about procrastination.
As for those who actually
do believe in such things as "pro
ductivity," "deadlines." and a
state of time referred to as "early"
(which I don't believe actually
exists), there is no need to envy
your procrastinating peers.
Just because you may com
pulsively accomplish your home
work on time, does not mean that
you can't break that nasty habit
and enter into our wonderful
world of delay.
I s s u e 1 1 V o l .
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Prevention Benefit Concert
A & E
ADAMiBVEENRY
S t a f f W r i t e r ~ ~
^P"' beingChild Abuse Prevention Month,
three local acts are staging a ben
efit concert for Juliette's House a
non-profit child abuse assess-
ment center in McMinnviile.
Anne Weiss, the JoHifs andAdam Sweeney (yes I'm tooting
my own horn, but it's for a good
cause . . .) will play a folk/bJue-
grass concert on Saturday, April
26th at 7:00pm in the conference
room at Juliette's House.
"Juliette's House provides
medical examinations, interviews
conducted by child specialists,and family support," said concert
coordinator Sarai Engel, a senior
social work intern at the facility.
"It also serves as a child-
friendly location for abuse victim
treatment groups, individual
counseling, and play therapy ses
sions," she said.
Headliner Weiss is a
Portland based singer-songwriter,
poet, guitarist and pianist known
for her bluesy voice, positive
presence and striking original
songs. Her style encompasses
new folk, blues and go.spel that is
at once poetic, humorous and
political.
Weiss has shared stages with
such folk artists as Dar Williams,
Ani DiFranco and Patti Larkin.
She recently released her newest
album, "Braille," a brilliant col
lection of songs that will be avail
able at the show.
Weiss said her music reflects
a philosophy that demands hope
against hard times. "Again and
again there is the struggle
between day-to-day survival and
the necessity of joy," she said.
For Weiss, every day requires
resistance as well as celebration.
Professor of Writing and
Literature Bill Jolliff is a song
writer and multi-instrumentalist
who "fell in love with one grand
mother's old-time balladry and
the other grandmother's phono
graph."
He said he "picked up the
bluegrass banjo, and it's been
nothing but trouble ever since."
Jolliff's son, Jacob Henry,
14, has become a favorite per
former at festivals, churches and
coffee houses throughout the
N o r t h w e s t .
"His precocious mandolin
chops have even earned him
guest appearances wi th such
bluegrass luminaries as David
Grisman, Ricky Skaggs and
Chris Thile (Nickel Creek)," said
the proud elder Jolliff.
The Jolliff's latest release,
"Good Neighbors: Hymns and
Songs, New and Old, Sacred and
I r r e v e r e n t , i n t h e O l d - T i m e
Bluegrass Style," will be avail
able at the show as well.
George Fox senior Adam
Sweeney will open up the show.
His new six-song demo will be
available at the event, proceeds
benefiting Juliette's House.
Jul iet te 's House is located at
1075 SW Cedarwood Ave.,
McMinnviile, OR. Tickets cost
$12 and should be purchased in
advance to guarantee a seat,
though they will also be sold at
the door.
For more informat ion and
ticket orders, call Juliette's House
at (503) 435-1550, email juli-
etteshouse@julietteshouse.com
or contact Sarai Engel on
F o x M a i l .
Relient K Storms the Music Scene Again
C O R Y M A N n T M A
Stajf Writer
"Two Lefts Don't Make a
Right... but Three do," and if
you're planning on taking a road
trip this summer, buy this CD;
the title of the new Relient K
C D .
That's right, the fun-loving,
catchy Christian rock band from
Ohio is back for another round
with their third album release on
Toby Mac's (of DC Talk)
Goatee Records.
Like their first two albums,
"T\vo Lefts. . ." holds true to
form: it's goofy, fun, and full of
both satire and sarcasm. It is a
masterpiece and their best
record yet.
These guys continue to take
their music up another notch
while improving all the time.
Never fear though, it does not
fail to include the spiritual mes
sages that separate them from the
s e c u l a r w o r l d o f m u s i c .
^ 1
^reBentK
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Unfortunately, for a few of the
"purist.s," Relient K's JPM (Jesus
Per Minute) might be on the
lower end of the spectrum.
Lead singer and guitarist
Matt Thiessen continues to use
his knack for including humor
and creativity in his songs and
writes a handful that hit on
some deep subjects we all pon
der.
He highlights one of the
most perplexing issues by ded
icating an entire song to those
emotionally indecisive and
unstable women that leave us
men in a flurry of confusion
a n d d e a d - e n d s i n " M o o d
Rings."
On top of that, Thiessen and
his band include an anthem
written for those "teenagers
and their drama" who live in
small towns nationwide and
"Chap Stick, Chapped
a n d T h i n g s L i k e
On the more serious side of
ings, "Two Lefts. . ." also
contains some songs very
applicable to the contemporary
spiritual life. "Forward Motion"
talks about the difficulty we all
2003 Fox Fest ival
seem to have at one point in our
lives when we struggle to build a
stronger and more personal rela
tionship with God.
Venture toward the end of
the CD and a person will find
other songs such as "Getting Into
You;" this song highlights a
believer's ultimate life goal for
survival—getting closer to our
Lord and Savior everyday.
As a whole, "Two Lefts. . ."
is an excellent CD. Whether it's
their lyrics, harmony, or solely
the way they play their instru
ments, Relient K provides the lis
tener with all facets of a great
C D .
It is definitely a must-have
for anyone looking for a break
from the all-to-common .secular
world of depressing, slow-pace
and generic music present on just
about every radio station.
From track one " to the
"secret" track at the end, this CD
is yet another impressive show
ing from a band that is going to
be around for a long time, a
T O A N N W H I T T A K E R
Staff Writer
C o m e
Fest iva l !
" W h a t
i s t h e F o x
F e s t i v a l ? "
you ask. It
i s a s h o w c a s e
to d i sp lay a
variety of stu
d e n t t a l e n t s i n
t h e fi n e a r t s
department.
In past years this festival
was for student films alone, but it
has spread to encompass musical and
artistic talents as well thi.s year.
So come one, come all
to enjoy the beauty and hilar
ity of the various events.
There will be student films
showing, art work on display,
and aspiring rock .stars jam
ming all day long.
Some of the musicians that will
rock the EHS atrium are Scth
Martin, Suzanne' Santos, Malt
Chandler. John Meindersee II,
Aaron Stewart, the Burninatress,
and other equally intriguing
budding artists.
This year's campus album will
also be released on Saturday
night and will host musical
guests such as Roy, Typical,
and Careen.
The fest ival wi l l be held in
the EHS atrium on Friday,
April 25th and Saturday,
April 26th.
It'll be almost as fun as stomp
ing grapes, so make sure to come
check it out.
For The Floundering Dream
Inspirational Quotes and Concepts for Dry Buckets Matthew 11:28
We must become the change we wish to see
in the wor ld . "
- Ghand i
'Come with me by yourselves to a quiet place
and get some rest."
- Jesus of Nazareth
'S*@t happens."
- Jaied Fr iend
Yeah it does. On a pretty regular basis actual
l y * - B e n V i c k e r y
"ft is impossible to exist without passion."
-Kierkegaard
No one person can understiuid a relationship
between two other people, including those
involved, so don't sweat it."
- Stephen Roby
In this world you will have trouble. But take
heart! I have overcome the world."
- Jesus of Peace
someone...Don't go hidin' in the shade. Don't
go hidin' in the shade."
- S i l ve rcha i r
"When I find myself a desire which no experi
ence in this world can satisfy, the most proba
ble explanation is that I was made for another
w o r l d . " . C . S . L e w i s
"Each heart knows its bitterness, but no one
else can share its joy."
- S o l o m o n
"Do your best then sleep. God is awake."
- .Anonymous
What is heaven? "To be with God."
- C o n f u s c i o u s
"You know 1 want to be like Jesus, but it .seems
so very far away. When will I leam to obey?"
- Pedro the Lion
"Hemp couldn't make you high, just sick. It
could, however, fill your gas tank, keep you
If you were abused find someone to help you. warm and healthy and change many other
I know you were used why don't you tell things." - Reyna Salinas
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A & E E d i t o r
Shut up & Listen
Some advice, some senseless
babble (have I ever given you
otherwise) and a goodbye.
WhtKJver .said: "Parting is such sweet
.sorrow" was off their rocker if you ask me.
Goodbye's have got to be just about as cool
as getting bamboo slivers shoved up your
fingernails.
1 won't bore you all with the grimy
detiuls of my decision (or rather my accept
ance of God's direction), but I will summa
rize: God made it veiy clear to me that I
should go to Moody Bible Institute next
fall. I am not leaving because I want to.
At any rate, in parting. I wi.sh to give
you some advice and some senseless bab
ble (have I ever given otherwise?).
This world is hard and I don' t bel ieve
any of you have the brain worms to cut it.
I've spent two years of my life with many
of you and to put it quite plainly; it would
n't be too hard to impress me more.
Granted, there tu-c people at Fox that 1
will Never forget. These people I could
name all right here, but I like to think many
of you know who you are.
These are the people who genuinely
asked how I was doing and wouldn't let me
get away with a "Fine" when they knew
there was something more. The.se are the
people who smiled when 1 said something
stupid. These are the people who gave me
truth and petice and joy.
I wonder if you (those who are only
reading this just this once) will ever take
time to find these people. They aren't hard
to find.
Look for those somber music ians who
can wield a story and a Unth into a melody
so grasping you'll feel their hands gripping
you. Look for the philosopher/theologians
who w i l l make re levant a l l those beaut ifi j l
God-concepts you didn't know you cared
about.
Look for those quiet individuals who
appreciate everything. Look for the artists
who reflect and feel t rue emotion onto the
canvas. Look for the people who have lived
through crap and come out the other side
smiling and going to concerts with friends.
These arc the people who care more
about the way they look at others than the
way they look in the mirror.
These are the people who would act no
different if they lived in big houses, drove
fancy cars or won the lottery. These are the
c o n s t a n t s .
Constants like these will change the
world from under your feet. (It makes me
smile how I refer to them as, well, them
though they may be the only eyes to see
these words).
Tlie.se are the people that will hurt to
say goodbye to. These are the people I beg
you to invest in. You are not sufficient
George Fox University.
We are till going to fail when we step
off this campus into the real world. We arc
going to trip and falter, and even deny
Christ (many of us).
We are going to forget half of what we
learn. We are going to enter a field com
pletely different from our major. Our
employer will look at our attitude more
than our experience and education because
having a little paper that certifies our Intel
ligence often only breeds arrogance.
You are going to slay up too late, miss
your class, flunk your test, say something
stupid to someone you care about and even
fall asleep in church on a regular basis, but
that's not the point. That isn't the end.
There is hope (where'd this optimism
come from). Tliere is a shred of ciiance for
us sad. sorry, sick little lemmings.
If you look to Christ for your strength
iind are willing to run into his arms even
when you're all dirty. If you embrace your
worminess and recognize that you'll never
be good enough. It is that very fact that
we'll never make it on our own that grows
us and gives us hope. Goodbye.
Talk amongst yourselves.
Racial De-reconciliation?
H R S I R E E H AY W O O D
Staff Writer
With as much as "racial reconcilia
tion" has been publicized, you'd think
we would have achieved it by now.
Whatever it is", it would've been realized.
Just how much do we have to do?
The concept of racial reconciliation
has always been
o n e t h a t I ' v e
had mixed feel
ings on. Have I
e n c o u n t e r e d
prejudice and
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n ?
Yes, but only a
b i t . I h a v e n o
d o u b t b u t t h a t
t h o s e w h o h a v e
e x p e r i e n c e d
m o r e t h a n I
w o u l d h a v e a
completely dif
ferent opinion.
I s u p p o s e
that's my public
d i s c l a i m e r : I
h a v e n ' t b e e n
discriminated against very much, so my
opinions may differ from others' as a
result. Still, 1 know from personal expe
r ience how r i d i cu l ous and un reasonab le
discrimination is, and I know that it will
not disappear if I simply stick my head
in the sand.
Does talking about racial reconcilia
tion really solve anything? I don't know
about you, but in my case, it seems that
too much talk about it might actually
cause problems rather than fixing them.
I d o n ' t l i k e i t w h e n I ' m f o r c e d t o s e e
people as being in "categories" - So and
So!s Caucasian, What 's Her Face is
A m e r i c a n I n d i a n , e t c .
Why must we reinforce the divi
sions we're trying so desperately to
destroy? Does talk help us deal with hid
den, unresolved issues, or does it make
us think in potentially discriminatory
ways?
Autobiography of a Female Slave
was written when slavery was still in full
swing and the eyewitness stones are
heart-wrenching. Not the easiest read,
but it deals with some really good issues.
The fact that slavery could ever have
existed - even been treasured, nonethe
less! - is a sad testament to the depravi
ty of the human race.
It's widely condemned now, but the
fact that it existed means that we're
capable of something just as bad - or
worse. (You need
l o o k n o f a r t h e r
t h a n o u r o w n
practice of abor
tion for proof of
this fact.)
People can
b e d e - v a l u e d
again. They could
be killed again for
n o m o r e t h a n t h e
suspicion that two
s i l v e r s p o o n s
w e r e s t o l e n . . .
D i s c r i m i n a t i o n
t a k e s d i f f e r e n t
fo rms , t rue , bu t
aren't we past the
p o i n t o f o v e r t
r a c i a l d i s c r i m i n a
t ion in th is locale?
Are we only focusing on the work
that still needs to be done and not what
has already been accomplished? Should
w e l o o k o v e r o u r s h o u l d e r i n o r d e r t o
view things in hindsight even if it makes
us weep? It'd help put things in perspec
tive. Help us see the depths to which we
can sink, the distance we've traversed,
the nature of the obstacles in our way.
The author speaks very frankly
about her experiences and heartaches.
She writes of the many times she and
o the rs we re bea ten - some even t o t he
point of death. The cruelty of the slave
owners and even some fe l l ow s laves i s
a lso in the foref ront .
I encourage everyone to read this
fabulous book and see the world through
the eyes of a female slave. And ask your
self this question: "Am I guilty of either
trying to solve a problem that has
already been solved or causing the very
problem I'm trying to solve?"
Ray Bradbury: Unforgettable literary legend
S T E P H E N R O B Y
A & E E d i t o r
Ray Bradbury is the twenti
eth century's version of Edgar
Allan Poc. Although their stories
(personal pasts) are dissimilar,
there arc many aspects of their
writings and individual styles
that are alike.
The shiver you get down
your spine when you read the
description of the villain, who in
some cases you only fully real
ize at the conclusion, is the same
for both authors. FACADE.COM/CELEBRlTy/PHOTO/RAY.
The chilling and downright I know you're probably say-
baffling ability to combine the
i n t r i c a c i e s o f t h e h u m a n m i n d
with the sweeps of human emo
tion is also similar.
I have never in my life read
b o o k s l i k e t h o s e o f R a y
Bradbury. Try as any comparable
author might, but they could
never, would never, and should
never.measure up.
ing to yourself right now, "Who
on earth is this Bradbury chap?"
You have good reason to ponder
my admirations. Most of you
probably do not know him. I
write this to change that.
Ray Bradbury is consider
ably elderly. To give you a right
perspective on just how old: con
sider that one of his first major
books, (and my all
l i m e f a v o r i t e )
Martian Chronicles,
w a s fi r s t w r i t t e n i n
the late fift ies.
T h e G o o d n e s s
be praised, he is
still alive today, and
sti l l wri t ing. His
w o r k s n u m b e r i n
the hundreds. They
range from short
stories, to poetry, to
t h e t w o h u n d r e d -
paged spooky/mys
tery/thrillers.
Ray BradburyBRADBURY has earned my
favored author spot with much
merit. His writing is truly note
worthy in style, vernacu
lar, flovv, rhythm and
general believability.
If you have always
wanted to go to Mars I
suggest yoii read
M a r t i a n C h r o n i c l e s .
Afterward you wil l
your potential disappointment.
Ray Bradbury has a favorite
authors list a mile long, and his
mission, manifest in his writings,
is not only honorable, but sure.
Ray Bradbury's style, like
Poe's, is sometimes dry in is
intellectual appeal. His stories
are inteiAvoven with clear, con
crete and irrefutable logio. But
this a.spect of his writing does not
go unaccompanied.
There is an element of
appeal to the human emotional
state that is unparalleled in
Bradbury's work. He is truly a
student of human nature, and his
studies have resulted in a practi
cally flawless picture of the
human emotional condition.
His stories paint perfect pic
t u r e s o r r e a l i s t i c c h a r a c t e r s t h a t
undergo .serious emotional trau
ma. They are written in such a
way that incites the exact desired
emotional response from the
reader. When you read Bradbury
you feel as if you've been
chained to a roller coaster.
In short, you must read his
work, I believe, to gain the accu
rate picture of the human state
that this world lacks. Not only
that, but he's fun to read and you
may even learn a thing or two
about some of his favor i te
authors (one of which is appar
ently Edgar Allan Poe).
List of other recommended
works; Something Wicked This
y W a y C o m e s . T h eHay Bradbury's mustrated Man,
hesitate to go, foreseeing
WORK IS PUMARIFIC!"
-John Moore
^ > r i ! T 7 . - W
Golden Apples of
the Sun, The Toynby
Convector and pos
sibly his " mo.st
famous, Farenheit
4 5 1 .
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^Stisticaxes: the
The curefor the Nu-metal dis-
©ase on the airwaves
AARQ _^seyiwqur
Staff Writer
Are you bored of Bebo?Docs the thought of seeing
Shawn Groves or Justin
McRoberts live in Bauman
again make you want to
mourn in sackcloth and
ashes? Do you find yourself
longing for something withmore substance, more depth?
If so, please allow me to
make a humble recommenda
tion. Glassjaw delivers honest
post-hardcore masterpieces
that will kick some spice back
into your prayer life!
This eclectic five-piece
group from Long Island, NY
recently celebrated the release of
their sophomore album, Worship
and Tribute, a record full of
painfully passionate songs with a
dynamic range from sorrowful
but trippy ballads to intense six
minute hard-
core opuses.
S o w h a t ' s
so great about
G l a s s j a w ?
Possibly the
m o s t d i s t i n c t
quality of their
music is front-
man Daryl Palumbo's innovative
vocal techniques.
In one breath, his singing
voice is angelic, almost femi
nine, retaining a coy allure that
draws the listener in. In the next
breath, however, the listener is
greeted with a gut-wrenching,
blood-curdling scream that bor
ders on the demonic.
Sometimes his ability to
communicate his intense suffer
ing makes you almost ashamed
to bear witness to his tortured,
angry cries; you feel like you are
looking on at the scene of a gory
accident .
At times, his vocal becomes
more iaidback and even reminis
cent of Green Day's Billy Joe,
showing his punk influence.
Regardless of the similarities,
though, Daryl Paiumbo is like
nothing you have heard before.
He must be heard to be believed.
The vocals are not the only
thing that makes Glassjaw worth
listen, though. The four-piece
band behind Paiumbo makes the
experience even more nerve-
shattering and intense.
Just like Paiumbo, the band
is able to make amazing shifts in
intensity and dynamics at the
drop of a hat, lifting the listener
f r o m t h e
d e p t h s o f
depravity to
the heights of
i n n o c e n t e l a
t i on .
T h e
sultry, some
times sexual,
grooves created by the band
often give way to violent, pound
ing attacks on the ears of the lis
tener that leave anyone who
comes in contact with them worn
o u t .
On top of all this skill, the
complexity of their songwriting
is intimidating to me as a musi
cian. Don't expect a verse-cho
rus-verse-chorus s t ruc tu re when
you approach this disc or you
will be sorely disappointed on
most tracks.
Glassjaw has stepped
beyond convention and created
something completely original.
In my own opinion, Glassjaw is
the cure for the disease of Nu-
Metal that plagues the airwaves.
They offer a fresh style,
immaculate musicianship, and
mature songwriting to a scene
that is largely devoid of the three.
In other words, it would be
well worth your time to check
Glas.sjaw out.
Poffry Cnrner: Beautiful
^K/^rrc. ARF" THEY THAT WEARBEAUTIFUL FACES ARE t
THE U.HT OF ^
s~o^e"hothefswoo
BEAUTIFUL HANDS
DEEDS THAT ARE NOBLE G
N E V E R K N D T N G S T O R Y
Good Anger Management
K E N N E T H D A V I S
Staff Writer s a n d l h u ^ K i c h o i . S O N
1
Adam Sandler movies
hold a special place in the
hearts of our generation. It
is telling of the generation
gap between our parents
and us that most of the
ma jo r c r i t i c s d i s l i ke
S a n d l e r ' s fi l m s .
True, they are usually
shot with all the creativity
of a TV movie and often
descend into cheesy senti
mentality in the final act,
but it never seems to mat
ter ("Punch-Drunk Love"
Ind^thp MOVES.YAHOO.COM/SHOP?I>=HV&rD= 18084an  e best Adam andler 02936&CF=PG&PHOTOJD=467266&iNTL=US
E M E N T
F E E L T H E L O V E
- A P R I L 1 1 . 11333
Sandler's brand of humor is
enough to compensate, and there
is somehow always enough sin
cerity visible through the sap to
make the whole thing work.
Sandler's latest film, "Anger
Management" is no different,
though by no means perfect.
Sandler plays Dave Buznik,
a soft-spoken businessman
whose only anger problem is that
he never learned to deal with his
frustration and locks it all up
ins ide .
His girlfriend, the beautiful
Marisa Tomei, is forced to won
der if he i.sn't a bit too mild-man
nered. Constantly prompted to
stick up for himself, he asks an
airline stewardess for a pair of
headphones one too many times
and is electrocuted and arrested.
His sentence is anger man
agement counseling with the
renowned Dr. Buddy Rydell,
played with incredible panache
by Jack Nicholson.
Nicholson invests so much
energy in his performance as Dr.
Rydell that the screen virtually
crackles with electricity. His face
is usually enough to elicit grins
from viewers, here he works it
with so much enthusiasm that the
audience erupts with laughter
almost every time he appears on
c a m e r a .
This is especially so in one
brilliant moment in a bar where
Nicholson's eyebrows and smile
seem to operate as their own
tools of filmmaking.
Audiences have seen how
well Sandier works as a solo
lead; here he has Nicholson to
play off. The possibilities seem
as t ronomica l .
Perhaps that is the only
problem with the film. Not that it
was disappointing - Sandler
owns the copyright on audience-
pleasing - but that the possibility
is there for more.
Perhaps it is the self-con
scious direction of Peter Segal
("Tommy Boy" "Nutty Professor
11") whose camera always
s e e m s t o d r a w a t t e n t i o n t o
itself. More likely, however,
that i t is the first- t ime screen-
writing of David Dorfman.
Most of the jokes are funny
due to the energy of the sup
porting cast (Luis Guzman
and John Turturro make espe-
I cially memorable appear
ances) although the writing
often does provide good
opportunities;
Turturro: Man, I tell you
what. I have seen some s~t!
Sandler; Greneda? Wasn' t
that like twelve hours long?
The main problem seems to
be t he Sand le r cha rac te r.
"Anger Management" is not a
tme Adam Sandler film until
the third act, when he is
allowed to unleash his trade
mark anger.
Lately Sandler seems to be
too concerned with humanizing
his characters. "Big Daddy" and
"The Wedding Singer" went out
of their way to show what a nice
guy he really was. Both are very
good films, but this burden is
what keeps them from the great
ness of, say, "Billy Madison."
"Anger Management" suffers
under the same weight.
Granted, this character 'arc'
is important to the story, but it is
always possible to rewrite the
story. Possible, that is, until the
film is already made.
R e g a r d l e s s , " A n g e r
Management" is by no means the
worst of Sandler's films, and
several times better than most of
the trash screening in main
stream theaters.
If you are looking for a good
laugh or just an all around good
lime at the movies check out
"Anger Management."
M o j t i t a j i i a
5 S e m e s t e r 2 O O 3
R^irtg your favorite literature as you waUih tHe sun rise over the beautifulR o c k y M o u n t a i n s
Hearing the unique song or the Western MeaiJowlark as vi^ti stuAr its botlvs t n j c t u m a n d fl l g f s t p a t t e r n s *
inhaling ttw siweet rraorance of nnourttain wiWtlovrere as you create prose
Experiencing the beauty of Montana as you Fofw new Mendshlps In
s t u d e n f c - c e n b e r e d c t a s s e s
Ef|]o(vff>g the mountainous views as you study the htetory of rock and roK
Spending your Summer in a learning environment as you enjKjy the booefltsor a coniwuuntty fanpe enough to support a diverse cufture^, vet small
enough to provide a frlonclly atmosphnra
imnwrskHJ yourseir In Big sky country as you leanrt aibout Montana cufture
Escape to The Urworsity of Montana whenr youcan balance academicB wnh recreat»oi> and relaxadon.
Register today and enjoy LHMhs relOMed campus atincsphere
Innovattve oouree offarrngs and exciting outdoor actlvlttes.'
For more klformahon, visR
mofitanasummef.oorh or cell 4O6-243-4470
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■ l O N A T H A N R I P L E Y
Sports Editor
2 0 0 3
Syracuse
N a t i o n a l s
(Champs)
He returned to the title game
in 1996. only to run into a very
deep Kentucky team that domi
nated the game and won by nine
points. He also lost to Kentucky
in 1975 when he was an assistant
c o a c h .
He had carr ied with him the
stigma of being "one of the
greatest coaches never to win the
big one." He had 652 wins o his
credit as a head coach. He had a
stellar .743 winning percentage
through 27 years. He had been to
t h e F i n a l F o u r t h r e e t i m e s .
Despite all of this, he needed val
ida t i on .
He had the too l s th i s l ime ,
even if they were a bit rough
around The edges. He had the best
player in college basketball in
freshman Carmelo Anthony.
Despite all of the hype that
LcBron James has been getting,
some were saying that Melo
might be the best player in the
country not collecting a pay
check f rom the Assoc ia t ion.
He had a dead-eye long
range bomber from Scranlon, PA
named Jerry McNamara. By the
way. he is also a freshman. He
had his X-factor off the bench in
freshman Billy Edelin. He had a
long, athletic wing man in soph
o m o r e H a k i m Wa r r i c k .
He brought in a young team,
but one that had bought into his
system from the beginning and
played a ridiculously tenacious
t o w - t h r e e z o n e . H e h a d o u t s i d e
shooting, inside presence and
athleticism out the you-know-
w h a t .
Many wondered i f th is
would be enough against a fast
Kansas team that like to get out
on the break and stay there for
roughly 48 minutes. Kansas had
a great coach in Roy Williams
and senior leadership one the
noor at all times.
B u t K a n s a s d i d n ' t h a v e
Carmelo Anthony —Jim
Boehcim did. And he knew how
to use him— Let him run up and
down the court and dominate on
offen.se and use his length in the
zone. Not a bad coaching philos
ophy.
Boehcim coached liis team
to an early 18-poinl lead with a
little help from McNamara. who
drained six three-point shots in
the first half.
T h e t w o - t h r e e z o n e
employed by the Orangemen was
suffocating. It worked so well
that it even worked when Kansas
went to the free throw line—they
made just 12 of 30 attempts for
the game.
Melo did his thing, putting
in 20, pulling down 10 and di.sh-
ing out seven. This perfomnince
f o l l o w e d u p h i s N a t i o n a l
Semitinal performance in which
he rocked Texas for 33 points
and 20 rebounds.
His performances earned
h i m t h e F i n a l F o u r ' s M o s t
Outstanding Player award, mak
ing him Just the third freshman in
the history of the tournament to
win the award. He joins Pcrvis
El l ison of Louisv i l le in 1986 and
Aniie Ferr in of Utah in 1944.
Kansas clawed their way
back into i t and was down three
w i th . 13 .5 seconds l e f t . Kans t i s
sophomore Michael Lee had
s h o t f r o m t h e c o r n e r t o t i c i t .
eerily from almost the same
place as Smart hit his shot from
16 years earlier.
It looked good leaving his
h a n d s b u t H a k i m Wa r r i c k c a m e
f r o m n o w h e r e a n d b l o c k e d t h e
shot into the second row with 1.3
seconds lef t .
K a n s a s s e n i o r K i r k H i n r i c h
then had a shot off the inbounds
play, but it never had a chance.
J i m B o e h e i m h a d h i m s e l f
National Championship. As sim
ple as that.
'T think this building kind of
o w e d u s o n e . " B o e h e i m ' s a i d
after the game. Truth.
The one negative aspect of
Jim Boeheim finally winning his
first National Championship was
that it had to come at the expense
of Kansas coach Roy Williams.
Williams, widely regarded
as one of the nicest guys you'll
ever meet in any profc-ssion. was
another who had to carry around
the moniker or "one of the best
coaches never to get to the top of
the h i l l . "
After the game, Boehcim
went over to Williams and they
met at the same spot as Knight
and Boeheim had 16 years previ
o u s . B o e h c i m t o l d W i l l i a m s t h e
same exact thing that Knight had
t o l d h i m — W i l l i a m s w o u l d b e
back and win a title of his own.
Boeheim led Syracuse to the
National title the year after btirc-
ly qualifying for the NIT last
year. He is the second coach to
do that, with Denny Crum of the
1 9 8 6 L o u i s v i l l e C a r d i n a l s . T h e
s a i l t c L o u i . s v i l l c C a r d i n a l s t h a t
Pcrvis Ellison played for.
B o e h e i m l e d o n e o f t h e
youngest teams in the history to
w i n a n N C A A t i t l e w i t h a l i t t l e
help from his youngest players.
Syracuse sported just one senior
and six Juniors, of whom two or
three logged any sort of major
m i n u t e s .
Boehe im's Orangemen
became the second team in a row
t o w i n a n a t i o n a l t i t l e w i t h a
coach who was coaching for his
alma mater. Gary Williams did it
with Maryland last year.
When asked after the game
if he was a better coach now that
he had won the big one, Boehcim
replied, "I don't feel any smarter
yet. Maybe tomorrow." Classic
candor from a classic coach.
Salisbury: Athlete of the Week
Ben Salisbury and
Kelsey Baron lead
the Bruin t rack teams
t o w a r d t h e N W C
Championships
J O N A T H A N R I P L E Y
Sports Editor
Bruin senior Kelsey Baron
set a new meet record in the triple
jump, and the Bruins won eight
e v e n t s a n d fi n i s h e d s e c o n d i n
both the men's and women's divi
s i o n s o f t h e C l a r e m o n t
Challenge, a 3-way meet against
host Claremont-Mudd-Scripps
College and Colby College.
W i n n e r s f o r t h e B r u i n
women included sophomore Jo
Boatright in the 100 meter hur
dles (15.17 seconds) and the high
jump (5'-3.75"), Kelsey Baron in
the long jump (17'-11") and the
triple jump (37'-8.5"), and soph
omore Gina Coolen in the javelin
(115 ' -7" ) .
For the men. Bruin winners
were junior Ben Salisbury in the
100 meter dash (10.79 seconds)
and the 200 meter dash (21.68
seconds), and Matt Gassaway in
the javelin (186'-06").
In a competition including
several Division I and 11 schools,
Ben Salisbury won the men's 200
meter dash and the Bruins alto
gether reached 5 NCAA Division
in provisional qualifying marks
in the Hornet Invitational track
and field meet at Sacramento
State University.
A t t h e W i l l a m e t t e
Invitational Meet Ben Salisbury
won the 100-meter dash with a
hand-recorded time that should
qualify automatically for the
NCAA Division III National
Championships.
Salisbury, who had already
posted the current best time in the
nation at 10.59 in the ICQ,
recorded a 10.5 that surpassed
the automatic mark of 10.54.
Salisbury was been named
Nor thwes t Con fe rence "Men ' s
Athlete of the Week" for Mar. 31 -
Apr. 6, the 3rd time this season
he has been so honored.
Kelsey Baron won the long
jump with a distance of 17'-
8.25", but she had already quali
fi e d p r o v i s i o n a l l y f o r t h e
NCAA's wi th a season's best 18 ' -
0.5". Right behind her was team
mate Jo Boatright, who had also
provisionally qualified for the
NCAA's, at 17'-4.75".
The Bruins next hosted the
All-Comers Meet, which brought
athletes from all over. Kelsey
Baron was a multiple event win
ner with victories in the long
jump (17'-9.5") and the triple
jump (38'-11").
E v e n t w i n n e r s f o r t h e
Bruins, in addition to Barons' two
victories, were junior Michelle
Forbes in the women's high jump
(5'-0.5"), tying with teammate
Emily Ruggles but needing fewer
jumps, sophomore Nick Wymore
in the men's pole vault (12'-3.5"),
and freshman Milo Vela in the
men's triple jump (43'-6.5").
The Bruins competed with
out two of their top athletes,
men's sprinter Ben Salisbury,
who was off on a botany field
trip, and women's jumper Jo
Boatright, who is nursing a knee
injury.
Kelsy Baron recieved honor
a b l e m e n t i o n " W o m e n ' s A t h l e t e
of the Week" for her performance
at the Willamette Invitational.
N E X T M E E T
NWC 3-Way Meet
Saturday, April 19 @
Linfield College
Summer Sessions
Lewis ^ Clark summer sessions are desifned for
underftnJuarcs from any colk*^ or «nivcT3it\',
and Geor^ Fax will accept credit earned at
Lewis & Clark College.
Fcff mcee inlarmatiDn visat
www.lclaitLedu/orgLi'easummer
Rc{;istration.is f>ow open.
L f w i s & d a d c
College
g o t > a t w r l v ' i i l u n • m p i a - t r
A big thank you
f r o m m e t o m y
r e a d e r s a n d w r i t
ers this year. I
c o u l d n ' t h a v e
d o n e i t w i t h o u t
y o u .
-Ripley
Young team learning lessons
The Lady Bruins pick
up their second NWC
victory against Pacific
J O N A T H A N R I P L E Y
Sports Editor
With only a 5-17 overall
r e c o r d , 2 - 1 2 i n t h e N o r t h w e s t
Conference, it's apparent that it
has been a struggle for the Lady
Bruin sof tbal l team.
With only 13 players on the
team and only two of those actu
ally being pitchers, the team has
shown to be competitive despite
being young and unseasoned.
Consequently, it has been a
constant battle to compete with
some of the larger and more
e s t a b l i s h e d t e a m s i n t h e
Confe rence .
W i t h t e a m s l i k e P a c i fi c
Lutheran (18-1 overall, 13-1 in
NWC) and Linfield (19-10 over
all, 13-4 in NWC) not budging
from the top of the NWC, the
Bruins have managed to get lost
in a sea of dominance.
After losing two to the Puget
Sound Loggers on April II, the
Lady Bruins were able to split a
double-header with the Pacific
Boxers on April 12 to gain their
second Northwest Conference
victory.
The highlight of the week
end, even though it was a loss,
was game one of their double-
header against the Loggers; it
was a classic duel between two
very good pitchers—Lady Bruin
senior Laura Sleenson Seratt and
junior Kelsey Weidkamp of UPS.
Very similar to an earlier
match-up between the two teams,the game was a very hard fought
and low-scoring battle in which
both pitchers showed flashes of
b r i l l i a n c e .
Steenson Seratt pitched a
complete game, giving up only
two earned runs and striking out
8 whi le walk ing none.
Unfortunately, Wiedkamp was
able to get the better of the
Bruins. The junior gave up only
one earned run. struck out six and
walked only one.
The Bruins have relied heav
ily on the pitching of Steenson
Seratt and the hitting of juniors
Laura Koval and Siu^ ah Camp, as
w e l l a s f r e s h m a n C a s s i a
Halvorson. Halvorson, at press
time, is leading the team with a
.375 batting average.
All in all, the current season
has been a learning experience
for the Lady Bruins. It has been a
season of more downs then ups.
but lessons have been learned.
17, ZK
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p , S P O R T Sverything coming together for Bruins baseballT h e B r u i n s g e t g r e a t O
pitching and the runs
keep rolling in as
they go on an eight
game winning streak
Sports Editor
Guling It out on a sprainedankle, sophomore Bruin ace Scott
Hyde hurled seven innings of |-
hit ball, leading the Bruins to a
lopsided 15-0 victory over the
Whitworth Pirates in the rubber
game of a crucial Northwest
Conference series.
Favoring the ankle, Hyde
struggled with his control, walk
ing six, but he struck out four and
alowed only a Todd Philips' sin
gle to left-center with one out in
the seventh inning. Ash Anunsen
completed the last two innings,
allowing only one baserunner
who reached on an error.
Five Whitworth errors con
tributed to three unearned runs
scored by the Bruins, but the
Bruins didn't really need any help
as they roughed up three Pirate
pitchers to the tune of 19 hits..
Senior Jake Johnson stroked
a 3-run homer in the fourth, and
the Bruins iced it with five runs
in the sixth, capped by a 2-run
double by senior Eric Bell. They
also scored in each of the remain
ing 3 innings.
Bell and senior Stephen
Donohue had
t h r e e h i t s
apiece for the
Bruins, while
freshman Tye
Tinner, sopho
m o r e D a v i d
Peterson, sen
i o r K e v i n
Tucker, and
junior Greg
Dombek had
two hits each.
Tucker scored
three runs.
After turn
ing only six
hits in the first
game into a 6-
4 w i n , t h e
Bruins par
layed 17 hits
in the second
g a m e i n t o
their biggest
scoring output of the season, win
ning 18-6 to complete a double-
header sweep of the Linfield
W i l d c a t s .
In the nightcap, the Bruins
scored 15 runs in the first four
innings to build a 15-1 lead and
cruised to victory.
The Bruins had more extra-base
hits (8 doubles, 2 home runs)
than they did singles (7). Jake
Johnson hit a solo home run in
the third, and freshman Andrew
M a r t i n a d d e d 2 - r u n s h o t i n t h e
n i n t h .
Meanwhi le , Tye Tinner
L i n fi e l d .
T h e
B r u i n s '
o f f e n s e
m a d e a w i n
ner o f sen ior
M i k e B e c k ,
who got the
win despite
s t r u g g l i n g
through five
i n n i n g s
w i t h o u t h i s
b e s t s t u f f .
H e s u r r e n
d e r e d n i n e
C O L L I N C A M B R I D G E
TAKE IT DEEP: Eric Bell had three home runds and drove in six
runs against the Pacific University Boxers.
drove in four runs with a single
and a double, and junior Josh
Sargent drove in three with a pair
of doubles. The offensive explo
sion made it relatively easy for
Bruin junior southpaw Cory
Dixon, who spaced nine hits over
eight innings and struck out five,
retiring 11 straight hitters at one
s t r e t c h .
In the third game of the
series Joshua Sargent went 4-5
with a home run, a double, four
RBI and three runs 'scored, lead
ing the Bruins to a 12-7 win and
a sweep of their 3-game sweep of
W i l d c a t s
f r o m c a t c h
i n g u p b y
striking out
s i x a n d
stranding 10 runners.
Joshua Sargent went 0-1 in a
pinch-hitt ing appearance at
C o n c o r d i a o n M a r. 2 6 , t h e n
exploded in the Linfield series
s w e e p t o e a r n N o r t h w e s t
Confe rence "H i t te r o f the Week"
honors for Mar. 25-30.
Next up for the Bruins were
the Pacific University Boxers.
Led by the bat of Eric Bell, who
s l a m m e d t h r e e h o m e r u n s a n d
drove in six on Saturday, the
Bruins swept the series from the
Boxers, 9-7,9-3 and 7-2 .
I n t he nex t se r i es , Sco t t
Hyde got the party started by
shattering the George Fox
University single-game strikeout
record by fanning 17 Pacific
L u t h e r a n b a t t e r s a n d E r i c B e l l
hit a grand-slam home run as the
Bruins pounded the visiting
Lutes 18-0.
Hyde struck out the side
three times, including the eighth
inning, when he broke the
Bruins' record of 15 held by Nate
Bamett, ironically a current PLU
assistant coach.
He allowed only two hits,
both singles, and walked none in
a dominating performance.
In a game that began on the
evening of 12 at Linfield and
wound up April 13 at the Oregon
City High School field, the
Bruins downed the Lutes, 7-1.
After playing 2 1/2 innings
at Linfield, the game resumed in
the bottom of the third, and Tye
Tinner immediately whacked a
one-out double, then scored on
Jake Johnson's single.
Cory Dixon worked the
entire game for the Bruins, scat
tering nine hits while striking out
four and walking none. Bruin
hur lers have not wa lked a bat ter
in their last 19 2/3 innings.
George Fox, with eight wins
in a row, is now 21-7 overall, 14-
3 in Northwest Conference play.
They lead the second place team,
the Willamette Wildcats by 2
g a m e s i n t h e N o r t h w e s t
Conference standings.
T H R O W B A C K J E R S E Y
O F T H E W E E K
Bruins dominate Boxers 9-0
The Bru in t enn i s
teams go on the road
with mixed resul ts
P A T R I C K W I L L I S
Staff Writer
As the spring sports season
is nearing its end, the Bruin ten
nis teams continue to press forth.
W h i l e t h e m e n ' s s i d e h a s
recently been on the opposing
courts of Whitman, Whitworth,
and Pacific, the women have
enjoyed a home-stand.
While finding the winning
antidote was not always the focal
point in recent competitions, the
Bruins have been thirsty to obtain
the tide of victory.
T h e B r u i n m e n w e n t t o
Whitman College on April 4, but
came away with only one set vic
tory to their advantage. The vic
tory was courtesy of the Bruins'
#4 singles player, junior Derek
Dougherty.
Whi le los ing a l l seven
matches of the decision, the
Bruin men were mot ivated to
10S1-S2 Nuggets Home: Alex English
The team leader in scoring on the team that had the
highest points per game scoring average m the history of,h. NBA. Not to mention the prettiest uni ever.
The doinino effect of Roy Williams reluming to North Carolina could be very interesting... If the Cubs can keep their young pitching staff togeth-
press onward to play the follow
ing day against their Whitworth
College opponents.
The games coming against
t h e t e n a c i o u s a t h l e t e s o f t h e
Whitworth Pirates club gave a
fiery spirit to the Bruins to fight
to the end on every game of every
match, in order to preserve a
more highly established record.
In opening singles matches,
great battles were fought, com
plementing the seasoned skills of
senior Joe Gonzales and fresh
man Matt Leininger. Both men
captured a set apiece at the #1
and #2 singles spots for the GFU
lineup. Despite their respectable
efforts, both fell short.
On April 8, the Bruin men
entered a match wi th the Pacific
Boxers on Pacific's turf, hoping
to end the i r w in less s t reak . The
Bruins wasted no time in making
victory theirs, making quick
work of the Boxers. By sweeping
all three doubles matches and
accruing singles wins by
Gonzales, Leininger, Bowman,
and junior Erin Gregg, a 5-2 vic
tory boosted the Bruins to a 3-7
overall record, 2-6 in NWC play..
On the women's side, April 4
m a r k e d a m a t c h w i t h t h e
Whitworth Pirates, the top team
in the NWC. The effort to assign
t h e fi r s t c o n f e r e n c e l o s s t o
Whitworth was worthy in its
c a u s e , b u t t h e l a d i e s w e r e n o t
able to match the blazing speed
and accuracy of their top oppo
nents. falling to a 9-0 dual score.
Like the men, the Lady
Bruins followed their match with
Whitworth with a match versus
Whitman. In this match the ladies
squad was amply supplied with
power and precision at the top,
winning both #I spots in the sin
gles and doubles competition.
Lady Bruin #I singles play
er, junior Lisa Trefts, toppled her
Pirate opponent in three sets, then
was accompanied by doubles
partner, junior Stephanie Selid, in
an 8-1 sweep for the GFU tennis
top player. These two victories
were not enough, as the Bruins
were on the losing end of the
decision, 7-2.
T H E
BOTTOM
l i n e
ynNATHANRlELEj^
Sports Editor
cr and healthy for a few years they might be able to do with 85+ years of grief... It looks like Shaq, KB8 and the rest of the Uikers am poised to
make another run through June... Should the Bengals take a gamble on another early first round QB?... The Big Fundamental or KG: wil the real
MVP please stand up..Looks like Serena came up 8 months short of her undefeated season.. Was anybody else appauled at the fact that Tiger
blamed his final round at the Masters on his caddyV... It's been a rough suirt for three of the best pitchers in basebal history, but don't expect it
lo'last too long.. Finaly Alen Ivcrson was named to the next Olymbic basketbal team- took them long enough.. Shoud Carraelo Anthony go
back to school one more year: NO!... How about those Kansas City Royals... Congratulations to Mike Weir on his Masters victory— it couldn't
have happened to a nicer guy.. There is no way Roy Jones should fight another heavyweight bout, unless it's against Mike Tyson.. On only one
good leg Wils Mcgahee is stil the best available running back in the NFL Draft,.Let's hope the expectations don't kil LeBron James..Nene..
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Ready to Scream?
Try Mediation!
L I S A D E L Z E R
Contributing Writer
"Mind if 1 speak with you
for a tnonicnt?"
How many times have you
h e a r d t h i s s t a t e m e n t f r o m a
friend who needed a listening
ear? Or sat through a gossip
scssi<in with your buddies,
learning the latest news about
what Bobby did to Joey? Or
the way Donna glared at
Georgia on her way to Bon
Appetit?
Have you ever thought,
man. I wish they'd get over
that? Or how many limes have
you been involved in that end
less, nasty contlict that just
doesn ' t seem to end? Ti red o f
arguing with those people who
play their loud rap music and
r e f u s e t o t u r n i t d o w n w h e n
you've got that monstrous
exam the next day? Has con
flict got you down?
Think about calling the
Mediation Club! Imagine a
method of problem solving that
pmvides a practical application
of Biblical peacemaking. By
creating a neutral place where
people can meet and discuss
thei r d i f ferences, the Mediat ion
Club works toward mending
t h e r i f t s t h a t o c c u r i n t h e
George Fox community.
In helping to solve the lit
tle issues that develop around
campus, we can create a more
unified university. Everyone
has experienced the loud stere
os. messy roocns, and smelly
socks that cause arginncnts,
a n d w i t h o u t c o m m u n i c a t i o n ,
these differences can quickly
turn into knock-down-drag-out
lights.
Since gambling is out
lawed on campus, the WWF of
campus life isn't quite as much
fun! And for unfair tcnn paper
grades, not too many professors
are ready to don their boxing
gloves and jump into the ring.
Through mediation, you can
find a safe place to discuss your
i ssues . The c lub doesn ' t o f f e r
advice or tell you what to do -
instead, it works to help you
come to an agreement about the
tough stuff that can come
between you and another per
s o n .
W i t h a m i s s i o n s t a t e m e n t
following Christ's examples of
peace and resolution and a goal
to promote servanthood among
c a m p u s m e d i a t o r s , t h e
Mediation Club strives to pres
ent a neutral ground to resolve
c o n fl i c t s .
Regardless of what you
know abou t med ia t i on , cons id
er calling the Mediation Club
to help you .solve conflict. And
if you have friends who are
involved in some tough i.ssues,
recommend us. You'll be glad
you did.
In this crazy world, peace
begins with you. If you have
any questions regarding the
club, its puipose. or mediation
in general, contact Lisa Delzer
through Foxmail. or give her a
ring at extension 3809.
Spring Serve: an
unforgettable time
continued from page 1
dents and faculty on this trip
spent their days in San Fran
doing things similar to what
U r b a n S e r v i c e s d o e s i n
Portland—only full time.
M o u n t a i n t o M i s s i o n s — S u n
Valley, CA
After three days of hiking at
Camp Redwood Glen, located
near San Francisco, th is team of
e l e v e n a l s o d r o v e t o S a n
Francisco and served, working
with Salvation Army to distribute
food. They also spent some lime
praying around the city.
Ogdcn, Utah
This trip was very different
from the other, more scrvicc-ori-
cnted groups. This trip of nine
teen students and faculty left
GFU and took two vans to Utah,
a s t a l e k n o w n f o r i t s M o r m o n
population. The group spent
their time in Utah letting God
guide their conversations with
people and explaining their
beliefs to those who asked.
Each trip had a theme, and
all the trips brought back some
thing special with them: students
who had given up a week of their
time and received blessings.
There isn't space in this arti
c le for a l l the stor ies about how
God worked during Spring
Break —so you'll just have to ask
the people involved younself.
B u t a l l o f t h e . s t u d e n t s i n t e r
viewed for this article .said the
same thing—you have to experi
ence it yourself, and it is definite
ly worth it.
They all encourage you, the
students of George Fox, to do the
same thing: step out of your com
fort zones and make a difference
in a way you'll never forget.
Job Fair: students succeed
continued from page 1
ate schools.
Michael Hampton gave a
seminar on "Af ter Graduat ion
Success in the Workplace" when
nationally-known speaker Will
Keim was delayed due to his
train running into snow prob
lems. However, because he was
unable to be at the job fair, Keim
offered a free workshop, "Life
After College" on Tuesday, April
15th, at Linfield.
Said Hampton, "Several stu
dents came up to me at the fair to
express their excitement about
the diverse job opportunities
available at OLAFC. In my con
versations with recruiters, three
of them made a point of mention
ing to me that they were
impressed with the professional
ism and preparedness of George
Fox students in particular. In
add i t ion to speak ing w i th
recruiters on Wednesday, many
George Fox students came back
f o r s c h e d u l e d i n t e r v i e w s o n
Thursday and some were even
offered jobs right on the spot."
Next year's OLAFC Job Fair
will take place on April 7 and 8,
2 0 0 4 .
S E N I O R S R E F L E C T O N T H E
O L A P C J O B F A I R . . .
Amanda Monestere, senior:
On interviewing;
"The best thing about the inter
views is that they teach you how
t o i n t e r v i e w b e l t e r . W h e t h e r o r
not you actually want to work for
the company, it is important to
have the best interview skills
possible. The interviews are also
good because they are giving me
a better idea about the industries
and companies hiring right now."
On employers at OLAPC:
"They are less interested in
where you went to school or your
major than they are in knowing
that you have a degree. Having a
degree shows them that I have
the ability to be trained and be
self-sufficient. Don't be discour
aged if you don't think you have
the right major — employers just
want to know that you can leam
quickly and think on your toes!"
On early fair admission:
"Early admission was very help
ful because employers were
excited to see the first people and
were aware that those people had
taken the time to prepare."
On internships:
"Start your job search early, and
utilize intemships! Internships
are a valuable way to get into the
field you are interested in and
meet people who will later be
able to work with you in finding
a job."
*Amanda attended the 2003 job
fair and is currently having sec
ond and third interviews with five
dijferent companies.
Suzanne Santos, senior:
On making contact:
"It was extremely valuable to
make contact with a diverse
group of employers - I probably
gave out ten resumes! The fair
was not intimidating in any way.
All of the employers were friend
ly and helpful, working hard to
find a place for you."
On self-discovery:
"I learned that the experience and
responsibility that I have had in
George Fox activities and set
tings were highly regarded. I
also discovered that having a
communications degree is more
beneficial than I originally
thought it would be!"
On OLAPC's value:
"OLAPC is great for juniors and
underclassmen because there are
a ton of internship opportunities,
which look great on resumes."
S o m e fi n a l a d v i c e :
"Seniors need to start the job
search early and try not to feel
overwhelmed. Get a working
resume and be ready to update it.
And, if you don't have one
already, buy a nice suit! When
you look good, you feel good and
when you feel good, you make a
great first impression. Just be
yourself and relax! There is a job
for you out there - trust that it
w i l l a l l w o r k o u t ! "
*Suzann€ attended the 2003 Job
fair and interviewed with three
dijferent companies. She also
received an invitation to apply
for a teaching position at a pri
va te schoo l .
Ochsner: a love of writing
continued from page 1
ondary education. Asked why,
she says she had too many acci
dents, adding humorously, "some
minor; some not so minor."
Explaining her choice to
t e a c h — m i d d l e s c h o o l c h e m
istry—she states if she were
going to inflict accidents, it was
better to do it in large groups.
But in her sophomore year she
switched to language arts. After
student teaching, she decided that
wasn't her wish; she wanted to be
a writer. And she did just that.
And, indeed, Ochsner's sto
ries are "something to behold."
Taking us from the familiar
heartland of America to the rarely
charted ice lands of Siberia and
Greenland, her stories explore
harsh but universal every day
issues such as death and the ruts
of life. Tackling such topics can
be daunting, with good potential
of becoming heavy or cliche, but
Ochsner does it with ease.
Wanting Christianity to be
an important aspect of her work,
Ochsner constantly borders the
l ine be tween secu la r and
Christian literature by striving
hard to work spirituality into her
writing in an implicit way. But
this is a tough line to ride.
Ochsner 's s tor ies o f ten dea l w i th
characters a little rough around
the edges and the topics can be
sensitive to the Christian book
store world. She has not been
without criticism, but she deals
with it well. "I'm not doing well
with the Christian book stores,"
she smiles and tells of one expe
rience wherein she was to do a
reading and book signing, but
upon hearing she wrote of char
acters with "potty mouths." a
women's auxiliary group had a
fit. The bookstore requested that
s h e o n l y s i g n b o o k s . B u t
Ochsner realizes the importance
of writing about real life charac
ters and finds it "a little dishonest
to not write" about people as they
really are.
On the flip side, Ochsner has
faced criticism In the secular
world about her Christian under
tones. Spirituality, she notes, has
a tendency to be equated with
stupidity. But those criticizing
are not overt like their Christian
counterparts. "No one comes out
and says they don't like [the spir
ituality]. They say things like, T
don't like [this character's]
n a m e . ' "
But Ochsner has learned to
shrug off criticism. "You can't
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please everyone," she asserts.
"You have to know when some
thing is the best way for that
story." And she tries to portray
this to her students. Rejection is
a part of the game, and rules
c h a n g e w i t h t h e w e a t h e r .
"Fiction is always changing. The
rules may be one way and the
next day a writer could complete
ly break that rule and do it very
well." Writing is an evolving
process. There will always be
people to please and people to
offend. About stories, Ochsner
s ta tes . "Do t he r esea rch . Be
respectful. Know your facts."
Ochsner understands the
importance of teaching and pass
ing on her knowledge to others,
and her advice is invaluable for
Fox's upcoming writers. She
maintains a laid back style,
allowing her students to work at
their full potential without feel
ing pressured to make the cut, to
be perfect. "She's an awesome
teacher," comments senior Anne
Craner. "It's nice to be able to be
creative without having a gun to
your head." Ochsner's pas.sion
for writing is clear to her students
and her readers, "fYour] first pri
ority is to create the best work
possible. Your faith will shape
your imagination."
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